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Brussels based international
motorcycle industry trade
association ACEM's

Secretary General Antonio Perlot
issued a March 23rd statement in
reaction to the impacts of the
COVID-19 crisis on the motorcycle
sector. 
“ACEM is engaging with our partners
in the EU and national administrations
to find solutions to this unprecedented
challenge," said Perlot. 
"Things are evolving rapidly and ACEM
is closely monitoring the situation in
tight cooperation with industry
associations across Europe and vehicle
manufacturers. We call on policy
makers to work together and adopt the
necessary measures to protect our
citizens and economies in the short and
longer term.”
ACEM went on to acknowledge that
"the COVID-19 pandemic is an
unprecedented crisis that is inflicting
considerable damage to the health of
citizens across the world and
threatening global economic stability",
stating that "policy makers at the
European level and national authorities

are working together to address these
two major challenges. Industrial and
retail sectors are already severely
impacted, including those within the
motorcycle industry.
"Every effort is being taken by the
motorcycle industry to protect our
employees and customers. Public

health and safety is the number one
priority for us all. Notwithstanding this
need, preservation of the European
economy and the protection of jobs are
also paramount.
"The current situation is particularly
challenging for motorcycle dealers and

manufacturers. The ongoing pandemic
has severely disrupted supply chains,
manufacturing operations and the
development of new Euro 5 models.
This disruption, in addition to virus
containment measures taken in
factories, has led to a near complete
standstill of the industry in many
countries.
"The recent lockdown and stringent
measures to contain the pandemic have
also paralysed motorcycle retail
business activity. This is progressively
affecting all European markets, creating
unsettling uncertainties for the
motorcycle sector. The COVID-19 crisis
is placing dealerships, most of which
are small family-run operations, under
extreme financial hardship. Immediate
cashflow concerns will need to be
addressed through support measures in
every impacted country.
"Against this background, the
motorcycle industry urgently calls on
the European Commission and national
administrations to swiftly adopt all
necessary measures to help the sector
come through this unprecedented
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Well, this is one of the most difficult pieces I have ever had to sit
and write. It is right up there with the 'Lehman Apocalypse' that
presaged the full horror of global economic meltdown that we

were about to endure in October 2008, and the occasion I had to try to
write something the day after the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center
had come crashing down on 9/11.
At times like that, times like this, it feels somehow dishonest and dirty to be worrying
about our beloved international motorcycle industry, when potentially hundreds of
thousands of people are losing their lives - for some of us right in our own
neighbourhoods or families.
But worry we must, because part of any recovery from the health emergency, whenever
and however that materialises, will be getting our lives, our communities, our workplaces
and our economies back on their feet again.
Just as we all have a role to play in keeping ourselves and our families, friends and co-
workers safe, so too we will all have a role to play in trying to get the global economic
juggernaut inching forward again.
One of the biggest problems we face though is that we do not know
when either of these things will be - when our lives may be safe (or
at least safer), or when industries like ours may be able to switch the
lights back on and start the machines up again. We just don't know
- and the not knowing is one of the hardest things about this
emergency.
However, one thing we do already know (and I am writing this on April 3rd) is that the
outcome isn't going to be trivial.
Another thing that we all by now must know and realise is that while society as a whole
may return somewhat to normal, our industry, the humble little backwater of global
capitalism we make our livelihoods from, will never be the same again.
Most people are concatenating the two issues of health and financial emergency.
Viewing them as one and the same, as solvable in the same way and at the same time.
There is an entirely erroneous assumption that just as soon as the spiralling death toll
is under control, people will start spending again and all will be right with the world.
How naïve. How wrong. While the two issues are clearly connected in that the health
crisis has given rise to the economic downturn, the only enduring relationship between
the two will be time - the time it takes for the health issues to tamp down sufficiently
for us to be able to switch focus back to the economic issues. But doing so is simply
like first gear on a bike. A mighty and powerful mover of a heavy inanimate object, but
not one that will produce the kind of results needed in the timescale needed.
The economic downturn created by the health crisis has had its umbilical cord snipped
and it is now out in the wild on its own, maturing quickly and taking on a life of its
own. The economic crisis that has been set in play is going to cast a long, dark shadow
over our lives - even if we are lucky enough to emerge from the health crisis personally
unscathed.
Many people are pointing to factors like globalisation and international
interdependency as putting us at a greater risk, of making us more vulnerable to viral
and fiscal shocks like this. In fact, that view couldn't be more wrong.

Those who point to our dependency on an international just-in-time supply chain as
being proof that barriers need to be erected, manufacturing be brought home and
perspectives turned inward are simply perpetuating the very problems that 70 years of
post war international progress and cooperation have done so much to allow history's
horrors to disappear in the world's rear view mirror.
Far from proving our vulnerability, the international system of trade that sees China (at
the West's request) placed at the centre of a newly imagined global supply chain has
proven to be remarkably robust. In the scheme of things, the global free trade order
that has fuelled growth and prosperity from the 1980s onwards, is still a relatively
juvenile product.
Sure, it clearly needs fine-tuning, but the stability and reliability that a global system of
commerce needs is one that needs more cooperation, not less. More freedoms and
opportunities, not less. More acceptance and adherence to the established principles
of intellectual property ownership, regulatory equivalence and equal business
opportunities, not less.
What these twin emergencies point to is not the weakness of a world of

interdependency, shared values and common goals, but its strengths. If
countries pursue a 'my country first policy', we will all be last.
Far from pointing towards the desirability of increased national
isolationism, the fact that we all got into this together points to the fact
that we will all only be able to get out of this together. Only by deploying

concerted, coordinated efforts to 'put the band back together again' can the economic
order that had been serving us all so well prosper again. We need to work more closely
together - politically, economically and socially - not less.
There is emerging evidence around the world that failure to work together has already
made the damage done by the coronavirus way worse than it needed to be. From
deciding to isolate entire countries from the international self-help and shared resource
health provision networks that could have made more respirators, tests and PPE
available sooner and faster, through to the misguided, outdated soviet era social control
and news management that totalitarianism thinks was ever a good idea. 
Yes, China - I'm looking at you, and the time, lives and money your lies cost us, your
customers, around the world. Time for a reboot, yes? Wuhan will likely go down in history
as Chinese communism's Chernobyl. I hope it does. It deserves to.
Meanwhile, if the ECB isn't allowed to emerge butterfly-like from its chrysalis, the
indecision and introspection that keeps EU financial policy makers in the slow lane is
likely to cast the Euro Zone 19 into a financial abyss that will make Japan's lost decades
look like a dress rehearsal. Wake up Berlin and show leadership!
What is happening to our world, to our economies, is the ultimate stress test of all that
we have achieved and built. We can only pass that test by reducing the influence of
amateurs (aka Politicians) and adopting the twin pillars of Good
Governance - transparency and honesty - as our touchstones.
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crisis. The motorcycle sector is ready to
work with all policy makers to achieve
this aim, protecting the 300,000 jobs
linked to this industry."
Stefan Pierer, ACEM President and CEO

of KTM AG, added: "The COVID-19
crisis will test our ability to cope
simultaneously with a major health and
economic crisis. ACEM members are
fully cooperating with authorities to
slow the spread of COVID-19. We take

care that our employees and partners
are safe, and count on policy makers to
find solutions in the challenging weeks
and months that are ahead of us in
order to break the wave that may
otherwise hit the sector.”

<<< Continued from cover 

STAT
ATTACK
ANESDOR (Spain) has so far
been the only trade
association to release
registration figures for March
that demonstrate the effects
of the global pandemic as this
edition of IDN went to press.
Most others reported positive
figures for the first two
months of the year. A selected
summary follows …

UK
Data from the MCIA indicates
that new motorcycle
registration growth in the UK
continued in 2020 with 9,963
units sold in Jan and Feb
(+2.80%). PTW sales were
+3.32%, with 10,744 units
sold. The largest single market
sector in the UK remains
'Naked' style bikes, with 3,180
units sold (+19.0%). Honda
was again the market share
leader in the UK in Feb (1,124
units), followed by Yamaha
(591 units), then Lexmoto,
continuing to pull up trees in
the UK market, with 425 units
sold.

ITALY
ANCMA data shows that the Italian
motorcycle market was off to a
good start, growing by +8.33% in
Jan and Feb (15,674 units). Total
PTW sales were +9.98% (32,756
units). Scooter registrations were
+11.54%, with Honda's Italian
made SH 150/300/125 range
accounting for 3,442 of the 17,082
units sold. The top selling
motorcycle in Italy for the year so
far was the BMW R 1250 GS (637
units), followed by Honda's 'Africa
Twin' (610 units).

POLAND
New motorcycle registrations
were +32.15% for Jan and Feb
combined (1,788 units), with
PTWs at +31.06% (3,300
units). Added to the used units
getting a first registration in
Poland (an important
additional part of the market
there), total new and pre-
owned registrations were
+33.28% (10,124 units). Total
new and pre-owned PTW
registrations were +34.50%
(2,608 units). This represents
the fourteenth month of
increased registrations in
Poland.

IDN spoke with ACEM's Secretary
General Antonio Perlot, and
asked him to further detail the
organisation's policy positions as
they affect the EU response to
the impact that the Covid-19
emergency is undoubtedly
having, and will continue to have,
on all aspects of the motorcycle
industry in Europe. 

Does ACEM officially demand a
postponement of the sell-off of
Euro 4 motorcycles? 
Yes, this is correct. Our main concern
relates to the seasonal nature of the
motorcycle market, where the bulk of
sales are made between March and July.
All manufacturers' and dealers' stocks
are full, with little hope to absorb them
by the end of the year. We also expect
disruptions in the development and
manufacturing of Euro 4 and Euro 5
vehicles.
Type approval authorities, technical
services, engineering, R&D centres, parts
suppliers, logistics and manufacturing
plants have either stopped activities or
are operating at a very low level. Since
the end date for Euro 4 is set for
31/12/2020 by legislation, ACEM
requests a one-year extension to be able
to sell Euro 4 stock vehicles as a first
immediate measure to support the
sector. The industry is closely monitoring
the evolution of the situation and is
ready to engage with policy makers
should additional measures be
necessary. 
And if so, do you/does ACEM
already have signals from the
European Commission if they are
willing to do so or not? 
For the moment the European
Commission is working on an extensive
assessment of all industries' disruptions.
This concerns the motorcycle industry,
but also many other segments of the
automotive sector. 
We are in constant discussions with the
Commission at a technical and the

highest political level to give them the
most accurate picture of the situation.
We understand that the member states
have been called upon to give feedback
to the Commission, and from the latest
information we gathered, many of them
do support our request.
In general, what other steps
could or should the EC take to
ease the impact of Covid-19 on
the European motorcycle
industry?  
For the moment our main concern, on
the economic side, is to deal with the
Euro 4 stock in light of the Euro 4 end
date at the end of this year. We must
understand that crisis situations are by
their very nature very dynamic, hence
the need to constantly assess the
economic situation of our
manufacturers, but also of the entire
chain of operators working with us:
importers, dealers, parts manufacturers,
logistic centres, technical centres,
registration authorities, type approval
authorities etc. 
We know that the European
Commission is looking after us and does
its utmost to support the sector in these
difficult times. Let's work together,
assess the evolution of the situation, and
think of all possible measures that can
stabilise the market for the benefit of all,
citizens, consumers and market
operators. One step at a time.

ACEM Secretary General Antonio
Perlot: "Public health and safety is

the number one priority."

Motorcycle Championship (IDM)
rounds, finishing at Hockenheim
on September 27; an M
Performance Parts accessories
range for the new BMW S 1000
RR  - similar to the offer
available for BMW M
automobiles; confirmation of a
global debut for the new R 18
'Big Boxer' cruiser on April 3
2020 through BMW's social
media channels, and a win for
the team from South Africa in
the seventh BMW Motorrad
International GS Trophy, the
2020 Oceania F 850 GS edition,
over eight days and 2,500 km of
the North and South islands of

New Zealand. The event saw
some 22 international teams,
with participants from over 40
countries. 
In financial terms, BMW
Motorrad recorded solid growth
in 2019, with a total of 175,162
BMW motorcycles and maxi-
scooters delivered to customers
(2018: 165,566 units; +5.8%).
Segment revenues increased to
€ 2,368m (2018: € 2,173m;
+9.0%). Profit before financial
results improved to € 194m
(2018: € 175m; +10.9%). The
EBIT margin for the segment
finished at 8.2% (2018: 8.1%)
and therefore within the target
range of 8 to 10%. Profit before
tax amounted to € 187m (2018:
€ 169m; +10.7%).

Continued from back page >>>
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STAT
ATTACK
JAPANESE
EXPORTS
Japanese-made 'Big-Four' brand
motorcycle exports to Europe
improved during the first two
months of 2020, with 21,266 units
exported in Jan (+26.57% over
2019) and 23,709 in Feb
(+15.69%). Exports of Japanese
made motorcycles to USA YTD were
-36.21% at 9,631 units, compared
to 15,099 for the first two months
of 2019. Total Japanese factory
manufactured motorcycle exports
worldwide were -2.61% at 66,322
units (compared to 68,102 in
2019).

GERMANY
The IVM reported motorcycle
registrations up by +6.38%
(13,698) for Jan and Feb,
compared to 12,877 in 2019.
The PTW market saw +18.94%
growth through Feb, with
20,127 units. The top selling
model was clearly the BMW R
1250 GS, with 1,228 units sold,
but BMW has dropped overall
market share to 19.69% (3,964
units). Honda is second with
12.58% (2,531 units).

SWEDEN
The McRF reported unprecedented
growth for the first two months of
the year due to its snow-free
winter, which, together with the
Gothenburg expo, has led
customers to "make their
purchasing decisions early". There
were 2,238 PTWs registered, a
77.62% increase, of which 1,127
(+44.86%) were motorcycles. The
biggest change was in the moped
market, where the number of both
electric and petrol vehicles more
than doubled, with 1,111 units
registered (+130.50%).

SWITZERLAND
According to MotoSuisse, new
motorcycle registrations for
Jan and Feb were +24.83% at
2,227 units (compared to
1,784 in 2019). Total PTW
registrations were +20.16%
(3,845 units). The motorcycle
market share leader was BMW
(385 units), followed by
Yamaha (355) and Honda
(348). The top selling model
was BMW's R 1250 GS,
followed by Kawasaki's Z 900
and Yamaha's Ténéré 700. A
total of 27 eBikes were sold,
compared to eight last year. 

Spain: total PTW
registrations -43.66%
for March 2020
Always the quickest to compile its data,
the latest new PTW registration
numbers from ANESDOR, the
motorcycle industry trade association
in Spain, is the first to be seen that give
us an insight into how any of the major
markets performed in March 2020, and
they do not make pretty reading.
Spanish PTW motorcycle registrations
were +12.17% in 2019, with 194,663
units registered, compared to 173,545
in 2018 - the best market performance
in Spain since before 2008. They even
grew by +8.34% in December, having
been +27.28% in November.
The year was off to a good start, with
January +13.45% and February
+21.43%, with over 14,000 new
PTWs sold in each of the first two
months of the year. Compare this to the
16,201 registrations recorded in March
2019, March 2020 gives us a glimpse
of the damage being done by the
pandemic with registrations down by 
-43.66% at 9,128 units.
For the year to date, the first quarter of
2020, the market in Spain is -6.88%
cumulatively (38,047 units), having
been +18.69% (40,858 units) for Q1
of 2019 (34,425 units/+18.85% for
Q1 of 2018).
Statistically, the figures are even worse
in Spain when looking at motorcycles
alone. The market there was -46.64%
(7,997 units) in March, having been
+19.28%/12,825 units in February
and +11.96%/12,373 units in January.
For the first quarter as a whole, the
motorcycle market in Spain is -9.79%
(33,188 units), having been +18.13%

(36,789 units) for Q1 2019 and
+24.49% (31,144 units) for Q1 2018.
Moped registrations in Spain were 
-6.91% for March (1,131 units),
having been +39.76% (1,761 units)
for February and +23.78% (1,973
units) for January. For the YTD they are
+19.42% at 4,895 units for Q1.
Jose Maria Riano, General Secretary of
ANESDOR, says that March was going
quite well in Spain until around March
14, which was when the Spanish Prime
Minister effectively declared a state of
emergency - the market became
paralysed straight away.
In percentage terms, ANESDOR says
that it should be noted that until March

13 growth was running at +37.8%
and then fell by -89% in the second
half of March.
Riano said: "With every day that passes
with the market closed, any recovery
becomes more difficult for the
companies in the sector. In this
emergency we are going through, it is
necessary to take the appropriate
measures to minimise the social and
the economic impact. It is necessary to
think about a crash plan to recover the
automotive and motorcycle sectors if
we want to preserve jobs.
"All kinds of motorcycles, which make

up the bulk of the market here in Spain,
have seen a decline of -45.7%, from
+34.4% through to March 13. 
"ANESDOR is  keeping the
communication channels open with
the Government of Spain and, through
ACEM in Brussels, with the European
Commission with the objective of
seeking coordinated solutions in this
situation of health crisis - social and
economic." 
Honda is market share leader with a
19.8% share, followed by Yamaha
(15.7%), Kymco (10.0%), with BMW
4th and Piaggio 5th. The top seller YTD
is the Kymco Agility City 125, followed
by the Honda PCX 125 and the
Silence S02.

Jose Maria Riano, General Secretary
of ANESDOR: "March was going
quite well in Spain, until around
March 13, which was when the
Spanish Prime Minister effectively
declared a state of emergency - the
market became paralysed straight
away."coordinated

solutions - social
and economic
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KTM, Husqvarna, GasGas
KTM has announced that it too (in
addition to BMW) is to pull out of
INTERMOT and EICMA this year.
In carefully coded remarks, it appears
to be suggesting that INTERMOT
should NOT be staged in 2021 instead,
but continue to observe its alternate
annual cycle with the next show in
2022.
In March the PIERER Mobility Group,
Europe's largest  motorcyc le
manufacturer (KTM, Husqvarna,
GasGas) announced its workforce
would be taking a two week
"company vacation" from March 30
through April 10, initially citing
interruption in its component supply
chain from northern Italy. However, as
with most, if not all other
manufacturers in Europe, this is
expected to be extended further to the
end of April at least, probably by
Austrian government regulation.
The company stated that the
availability of all models was
guaranteed in its worldwide dealer
network for the start of the season,
but, like many other listed companies,
cancelled its published guidance for
the 2020 financial year, saying that the
crisis "requires daily reassessment of
the situation". 
PIERER Mobility AG reported record

results for 2019, with 280,099
motorcycles sold for a +7% increase
on the previous year. Turnover was 
€ 1,520.1m (+4%), and EBITDA was
€ 240.8m (+14%), an EBITDA margin
of 15.8%. In 2019 the company spent
around € 121m on product
development and around € 44m on
operating systems and infrastructure
investments. 
Sales of KTM motorcycles were
234,449 units, with 45,650
Husqvarnas sold; for the 2022
financial year, PIERER Mobility AG has
reiterated its sales target of 400,000
motorcycles and set itself the goal of
making Husqvarna Motorcycles the
third largest European motorcycle
manufacturer.
Having encountered pushback, like
many businesses PIERER Mobility
eventually decided to cancel the
dividend it has said it would pay to its
shareholders.
Additional news includes the launch of
the KTM 890 Duke R "Super Scalpel",
described as the "sportiest bike in the
midweight segment"; and a 'KTM
Ultimate Race 2020' (optimistically

slated for May 24-29) in which twelve
KTM Adventure riders from Europe,
South Africa, USA, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand (Adventure Rally
series riders) will race aboard equally
prepared KTM 790 Adventure R Rally
machines for a six-day long challenge
of more than 1,000 km across the
Moroccan desert dunes - shadowing
the theoretically upcoming Merzouga
Rally. 
At the time of writing, the fourth
annual edition of the European KTM
Adventure Rally (scheduled for
Nafpaktos, Greece, on June 9-12) is
still in play.

Energica
Having started 2020 on a high,
like many businesses, Modena,
Italy based electric sportsbike
manufacturer Energica is in
suspended animation until it can
restart manufacturing and, as
supplier of the Ego Corsa 'Spec
Bikes' for the second iteration 5-
venue, 7-race FIM Enel MotoE
World Cup series, knows for sure
if the first planned race will go
ahead at Assen on June 26-28.
In January Energica announced
that it already had orders for
2020 that were 100% of their
2019 sales, for a turnover of
around € 2.3m. The company
now has 59 dealers worldwide,
twelve of which are in Northern
and Central America, 45 in the
EMEA area and two in the Asia-
Pacific region.

Unveiled at EICMA, the
company's 2020 range "defines
new technological standards,
courtesy of the 21.5 kWh power
units which guarantee a 60%
improvement in the driving
range (more than 400 km in
urban), but also 10% more
torque and 5% less overall
weight".
A new model for 2020, the Eva

Ribelle is a naked styled 107 kw
(145 hp), 215 Nm torque (159 ft
lb), 100% electric streetfighter
with a claimed top speed of 200
km/h (125 mph). "It is the only
electric naked bike with DC fast
charge, filling up with over 6 km
urban range for every minute
spent DC charging – faster by at
least 82% than any other
electric bike".

Eva Ribelle, a new naked
style model for 2020

Inaugural MotoE
champion Matteo
Ferrari testing the
2020 'TechSpec'

Ego Corsa at Jerez
in March
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SHOW
ZONE
2020
Vive La Moto
Cancelled

Concorso d'Eleganza 
Villa d'Este
Cancelled

MotoSpring
Postponed from April
Moscow, Russia • May 9-11

Warsaw Motorcycle Show
Postponed from March
Warsaw, Poland  • June 5-7

Wheels & Waves
Biarritz, FR • June 10-14

BMW Motorrad Days
Cancelled

World Ducati Week
Postponed to 2021

Glemseck 101
Leonberg, DE • September 4-6

Mondial de la Moto
Paris, FR • October 1-11

AIMExpo
Columbus OH, USA • 
October 1-4

INTERMOT
Cologne, DE • October 8-11

Motorcycle Trade Expo
Stoneleigh Park, UK • 
October 18-20

Motorcycle Taiwan 
Postponed from April
Taipei, TW • October 21-24

Oslo Motor Show
Norway • October 23-25

International Dirt Bike Show
Stafford, UK • 
October 31 - November 1

SEMA
Las Vegas, NV, USA • 
November 3-6

EICMA
Milan, Italy • November 3-8

Motorcycle Live
Birmingham, UK  • 
November 21-29

Salao Duas Rodas
Sao Paulo, Brazil • 
November 23-28

Based on information as at 3/4/20
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The company continues to enjoy
moderate growth in the
motorcycle market, mainly in
Europe, with decreased
revenues in emerging markets.
Its utility vehicle and personal
watercraft products are seeing
stable growth, mainly in the
United States.
Cumulative net sales from
Kawasaki's Motorcycle and
Engine division for the nine
months to December 31, 2019

were 230.1bn yen, up by 3.9bn
yen from the year-ago period.
Total motorcycle unit sales were
404,000 in the nine months, up

by 4,000 units. Motorcycle unit
sales were 100,000 units in
developed markets (worth
78.8bn yen).

Having already suspended production
in the USA, including the Indian
Motorcycle factory at Spirit Lake, Iowa,
Monterrey, Mexico, and Opole, Poland,
(where European and other
international market UTV/ATV and
Indian Scout and FTR 1200 assembly
takes place), April 1st saw Minnesota
based Polaris Industries, the parent
company for Indian Motorcycle, act to
secure its financial position by
implementing a raft of what can only
be described as 'Stage II' measures in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
"These actions will help the company
navigate the current environment by
reducing expenses and improving its
cash position and financial flexibility."
Scott Wine, Polaris Chairman and CEO,
said: "This is an unprecedented crisis
with a sudden and stark impact on our
business, but in difficult times Polaris
has always responded with agility and
proved our resilience. While the
immediate future is uncertain, what is
crystal clear is that Polaris must act
judiciously but decisively to win both
during this situation and after it is
resolved. The measures we are taking
today are a necessary response to a
dynamic environment that compels us
to bolster our liquidity and rapidly
adapt  to ext raordinary
circumstances."
Those measures include what Polaris
describes as "Temporary Measures on
Employee Compensation" that will
see employees furloughed for at least
two weeks "in the second quarter",
delaying of merit increases through
the end of the year and implementing
a hiring freeze.
Employees, including Polaris'
Executive Leadership Team, who are
not furloughed, will have their pay
reduced by approximately 20 percent
beginning April 13 through to the end
of the second quarter (June 30). In

addition, Polaris Chairman and CEO,
Scott Wine, will forgo his salary for the
remainder of 2020.
In an update on plant operations,
Polaris said that production would
restart during the week commencing
March 30th on select manufacturing
lines for products with adequate
demand and supply chain coverage.
"Polaris continues to ship finished
vehicles to dealers, and to produce
products that are consistent with
governing federal, state and local
directives."
In addition to these steps, Polaris is
taking further action to increase

financial flexibility and liquidity,
"including reviewing all operating
expenses, postponing non-essential
capital expenditures and suspending
share repurchases. The company has
also elected to draw down an
incremental $150m under its current
revolving credit facility. As of March
31, Polaris has more than $420m in
cash-on-hand to help weather the
current COVID-19 crisis.
"The company will continue to
evaluate its operations and make
adjustments based on the safety of its
employees, demand signals, the health
of its supply chain and distribution
network, and government mandates
and local orders".
The excellent 2019 results that Polaris
posted at the end of January now feel
like they happened in a parallel
universe. Those results had seen
Polaris post Motorcycle segment sales
revenues, including PG&A, up by
+37% ($119m) - "led by strong sales
of Indian motorcycles" and increased
corporate sales of +12% for the full
year 2019 at $6,783m. For 2020
Polaris had said that they "expected
sales to further grow in the range of
2% to 4% over 2019" - it was a nice
thought while it lasted!

Indian Motorcycle/
Polaris Industries

Assembled for Europe and other 'international' markets in the factory at
Opole, Poland, the FTR 1200 and Indian Scout programmes have caught the
Millennial zeitgeist and seen Indian Motorcycle drop 
a convincing anchor in the European landscape.

Scott Wine, Polaris Chairman and
CEO, said: "This is an unprecedented
crisis with a sudden and stark impact
on our business."

Kawasaki

What happens in Vegas stays in
Vegas - but not for very long if

you are testing the supercharged
Z H2 - "King of the Nakeds"?

SHOW
ZONE
2021
Motor Bike Expo

Verona, IT • January 21-24

MC Massan

Gothenburg, SE • January 29-31

Motorradwelt Bodensee

Friedrichshafen, DE • January

29-31

Motorrad Messe *

Leipzig, DE • January 29-31

MP21

Helsinki, FI • February 5-7

Motorrad Linz *

Linz, AUT • February 5-7

MCN London Motorcycle

Show

London, UK • February 12-24

Salon Du 2 Roues

Lyon, FR • February 18-21

MOTORbeurs

Utrecht, NL • February 18-21

Swiss Moto

Zurich, CH • February 18-21

Hamburger Motorrad Tage

Hamburg, DE • February 26-28

Roma Moto Days *

Rome, Italy • March 4-7

Motorraeder Dortmund *

Germany • March 4-7 

Moto Salon *

Prague, CZ • March 4-7

Motorraeder & Roller *

Magdeburg, DE • March 5-6

Motorama Madrid

Madrid, Spain • March 12-14

Inabike

Jakarta, ID • March 24-26

Tokyo Motorcycle Show *

Japan • March 26-28

Based on information as at 3/4/20
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Ducati's initial March 13
production suspension was
extended to March 25. That was
subsequently extended to April
3, and as we go to press, in line
with Italian government
regulations, this looked likely to
be extended to April 13 - though
that also looks optimistic. Most
observers acknowledge that
most business restrictions are
likely to remain in place until at
least the end of April, in Italy
and elsewhere.
"I am proud of how Ducati's
workers are facing this difficult
moment for our country," said
Claudio Domenicali, CEO of
Ducati Motor Holding, who was
recently appointed President of
the Motor Valley Association.
"My thanks go to all those who,
on a daily basis and even in a
difficult situation like this, are
confirming the great value of a
united, cohesive but also
sensitive and attentive
workforce. For them, for their
safety and for their security,
measures and choices like the
ones we are making are
necessary and owed. 
"However, all the support
services for our customers are

guaranteed, first and foremost
the supply of spare parts. We
want to reassure Ducatisti and
our dealers all over the world:
we are organising ourselves to
be ready for the restart and,
even in this period of downtime,
we will not fail to provide
support."
In other news Ducati confirmed
the provisionally released 2019
financial data that reported

growth in turnover and
operating margin, delivering
53,183 motorcycles (2018:
53,004) for € 716 million in
turnover and € 52 million in
operating profit - equal to 7.2%
of operating margin - and
posted a historical record for
turnover per bike, about 
€ 13,500 per motorcycle,
indicating the continued upward
shift of the range.
This was a fifth consecutive year
in which sales were over 50,000
motorcycles, with global growth
in the 500+ cc sector in which
Ducati operates put at +1.4%
for 2019.
Ducati says that both the
Panigale and Multistrada have
been instrumental in achieving
these results. The Panigale was
the best-selling super sportsbike
in the world for the second
consecutive year, with a market
share of 25%, while with the
addition of the 950 S and the
renewed 1260 Enduro to the
range, the Multistrada family
recorded the highest value of
motorcycles sold since entering
the market in 2003.     
Ducati reports that it has a total
of 1,655 employees, with a sales
network of 720 dealers and
service points in over 90
countries.

Harley-Davidson
It has been a tough
quarter for the Milwaukee
based manufacturer. In
March it suspended
production at the York,
Pennsylvania assembly
plant and Wisconsin engine and
bodywork factories, that initial
suspension now having been
extended (indefinitely?) by the State
Governor as Wisconsin effectively
went into lockdown.
In January they published annual
results for 2019 that saw domestic US
sales down by -5.2% compared to
2018 at just 125,960 motorcycles
(+2.7%/29,513 units in Europe) and
worldwide down by -4.29% at
218,273 units, with total international
sales now accounting for 42%/92,313
of total motorcycle sales.
Five weeks later, and with a very
lucrat ive severance package
successfully negotiated, CEO Matt
Levatich was invited to embrace a
career change - it was Levatich who
was parachuted in from being
Managing Director of Harley-Davidson
Europe for a year when Harley had
acquired MV Agusta in October 2008

for $10m, including $70m in assumed
debt. Harley sold it back to Claudio
and Giovanni Castiglioni for € 3.00 a
year later (yes, three euro!).
Pending an executive search for a
replacement, the interim CEO and
President is a German - former Puma
and Kering luxury goods man Jochen
Zeitz, who is originally from Mannheim
and is now feverously trying to secure
himself a Green Card. Zeitz has been
on the H-D board since 2007, is an
author with an impressive array of
'side hustles' and will remain on the
board as Chairman once a new CEO
has been appointed.
Two weeks later Harley got sucked into
a proxy war with one of its
shareholders, Impala Asset

Management, a $2.8bn hedge fund,
owned by activist investor Bob Bishop
(Impala owns approximately 1% of H-
D stock). The fight has now been
settled with Harley agreeing to allow
Impala, and the other investors they
are associated with, to appoint an
independent director to the board.
Meanwhile, the company fired its
Chief Operations Officer, in effect the
second-in-command to former CEO
Matt Levatich. Michelle Kumbier had
joined Harley in 2007 as VP Materials
Management and Quality.
Like all US businesses, the first quarter
has been a roller coaster for Harley's
share price. Having started the year at
around $37.00, it ended March at
$19.00, having dipped as low as
$14.31 at one stage and lost more
than three times its value from a post
2008 financial crisis high of over
$72.00 in May 2014. At $2.91bn,
Harley's market cap is now less than
that of rival Polaris Industries.

Jochen Zeitz, Harley interim 
CEO and President

Ducati 

Claudio Domenicali, CEO of Ducati
Motor Holding and President of the
Motor Valley Association: "I am
proud of how Ducati's workers are
facing this difficult moment for our
country."

NEWS
BRIEFS

The MCIA in the UK is demanding the
immediate introduction of the Euro 4
'End of Series' sales period provisions,
as provided for during the January 2017
transition from Euro 3 to 4, to be
introduced immediately and extended
by 12 months to allow Euro 4 vehicles
to be produced and registered
throughout 2021 with End of Series
derogations taking place in 2022.This
would allow a further year to sell Euro 4
vehicles already in stock or yet to be
produced. This is not a request for a
delay to the Introduction of Euro 5, but
simply for additional time to allow Euro
4 stocks to clear through the market.
The health emergency has brought the
PTW market to a near standstill, and
with the traditional spring and summer
demand peaks unlikely to be realised,
the result will be large quantities of
unsold product.

In the USA, Honda of South
Carolina Mfg., Inc. (Timmonsville,
SC) has suspended production at
its ATV and SxS/UTV factory from
March 26 through to April 10.

British crash
protection
specialist R&G
is to sponsor
the MotoAmerica race series again for
2020. Distributed in USA by Twisted
Throttle, the R&G range includes tank
sliders and engine case covers. Created
in 2014 by three-time 500 cc World
Champion, two-time AMA Superbike
Champion, and AMA Hall of Famer
Wayne Rainey, MotoAmerica is the
North American road racing series
created for the AMA Superbike
Championship.

Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd.
announced that nine-time World
Champion Valentino Rossi will ride
his last season as a Yamaha
Factory Racing MotoGP Team rider
in 2020. Following discussions
together, Yamaha and Rossi have
mutually agreed that the decision
as to whether the Italian will
remain an active rider in the
MotoGP World Championship in
2021 will be taken mid-2020. This
will be Rossi's 15th year with the
Yamaha Factory Racing MotoGP
Team. Should Rossi decide to
continue as a MotoGP rider in
2021, Yamaha assures Rossi of the
availability of a factory-spec YZR-
M1 bike and full Yamaha Motor
Co., Ltd. engineering support.
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Triumph
While at press time we had not
managed to ascertain production
status at Triumph's UK production
plant, there are to be job losses there
anyway as production is moved from
the UK to Thailand.
CEO Nick Bloor has announced that up
to 50 skilled production jobs could be
lost at the Hinckley, UK headquarters
as it shifts its remaining volume
production to its Thailand facilities. At
present all except for two of Triumph's
line-up - the Tiger 1200 and Speed
Triple - are already built in Thailand,
with production transferring to the
existing Triumph production line at
Chonburi, one of the three it has in
Thailand.
It is understood that the UK production
site will now become a low volume
specialist facility for its Triumph Factory
Customs programmes (TFC), specials,
Moto3 race support and global R&D,
creating twenty different jobs in the
process.
Of total production of around 65,000
motorcycles last year, only some 7,000
were built in the UK, and that capacity
will now be reduced to around 4,500.
Triumph says it will brand its UK facility
as its "Centre of Excellence for
Research and Development", with its
Thai factory campus referred to as its
"Centre of  Exce l lence for
Manufacturing".
The changes will involve creation of "a
new 16,000 sq ft, state-of-the-art,
dedicated design centre" in the UK,
and the installation of "a new bespoke
assembly line to facilitate the more
efficient production of specials,
prototypes and the TFCs".
In a statement, Bloor repeated
Triumph's ambitions of seeing further
growth in Asian markets, accepting
that UK jobs would be lost as a result. 
"We want to maximise the growth
opportunity for the brand globally,
particularly in Asia. This is why we are
increasing our design resources here in
the UK and focussing our mass
production capabilities in Thailand.
"There will still be manufacturing

capability in the UK, but the role of our
facility in Hinckley will be reconfigured
to enable us to create a more flexible
and high-value capability. The move to
a more specialist production facility
does mean, however, that there will be
between 40 and 50 layoffs from our
manufacturing workforce in the UK."
Ironically it is not as if the privately
owned company is making the move
due to short-term financial pressures
as such - in the context of Triumph's
scale of operations it is doing very well,
so the switch is strategic. 
In December 2019 the company
reported racking up pre-tax profits of
around GBP£9.5m ($12.25m/
€ 14.31m) for its last financial year and
posted a £26.8m ($34.55m/€ 31.3m)
increase in its global revenues, which
peaked at £529.5m last year
($682.5m/€ 618.6m).
As reported in IDN #153, after a period
of 'radio silence', Triumph's non-equity
joint venture with KTM share holder
Bajaj Auto is moving ahead, with India
built Triumph models (of various styles
and in the 200 to 500 cc range)
expected to be in dealerships
worldwide in 2022.
According to Triumph Motorcycle
Chief Commercial Officer Paul Stroud,
the first model is expected to carry a
starting price tag in India of around 
€ 2,550 (GBP £2,150/US $2,800) and

will be manufactured at Bajaj Auto's
Chakan facility.
Bajaj is to take over distribution of
Triumph's existing large displacement
models in India (where it currently sells
around 1,000 bikes) and export and
sell the new models worldwide
wherever it has an existing sales
structure. In January, MD Nick Bloor
stated that Triumph's own dealer
network in Europe, USA and elsewhere
will also be 'in-play' when the models
are in volume production, stating that
"the products that will come out of the
partnership will help attract a younger,
but still discerning customer audience

and is another step in our ambition to
expand globally, particularly in the fast
growing markets of South East Asia,
but also driving growth in more
mature territories like Europe".
There has also been some speculation
as to whether Bajaj and Triumph might
strike a deal to make suitably tuned
and compliant versions, possibly
lightweight scramblers and 'trackers',
available through KTM dealers in
Europe and North America.
However, it is believed that KTM owner
Stefan Pierer's brand lust may instead
have seen his eye settle upon Norton,
which went into administration in the
UK in January 2020. Though the news
that Norton owner Stuart Garner sold
the rights to the 961 platform to
Chinese scooter manufacturer Jinlang
just weeks before Norton went broke
may make any deal for the Norton
product line or IP less likely. 
Triumph themselves have emphatically
said it is not in the market to "put the
band back together" by bringing the
Norton brand back under Triumph
ownership. The last such relationship
between the two brands (Norton
Villiers Triumph, at Meriden, UK, in the
1970s) didn't end well!

Alpine: The new Triumph 'Alpine' edition - now to be produced along with
the 'Desert' in Thailand.

www.idnmag.com
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NEWS
BRIEFS

Indian Motorcycle's new Challenger
model is equipped with the Metzeler
Cruisetec tyre as stock fitment - "with
122 hp and 128 ft-lbs of torque, the
Cruisetec's performance characteristics
will stand up to the demands the
Challenger rider will inflict on the
road," says Metzeler.

There is confusion in the UK
concerning the Government's
announced plan to bring its ban
on sales of internal combustion
(and Hybrid platform) vehicles
forward to 2035. The UK
Department of Transport has now
said that the new date is merely
a consultation date and that it
would not include motorcycles
after all. Presumably they would
be banned as of the original 2040
date - but there is no clarity, and
the MCIA in the UK points out
that the UK Government could
decide to include motorcycles at
any time of its choosing without
consultation.

The International Federation of
Robotics (IFR) has announced that
South Korea has doubled the number
of industrial robots it has in operation
within the past five years to 300,000,
and now ranks third globally behind
Japan and China. 

There has been a shake-up in the
fiercely competitive UK
motorcycle insurance market,
with Bennetts Insurance coming
under the same ownership
(Ardonagh Group, through its
Atlanta Investment Holdings
subsidiary) as its long-time rival
Carole Nash Insurance.

The IVM in Germany has called on the
German authorities to exempt
automotive and motorcycle workshops
and bicycle shops from the closure
regulations. It cites mobility as crucial
for coping with the coronavirus crisis
and that use of cars, bicycles, scooters
and motorbikes can minimise the risk
of infection and relieve public
transport.
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Scooter production at Honda's
Atessa/Chieti (Abruzzo) factory
in Italy has been suspended
until further notice and a
planned test launch for a new
SH125 cancelled.
The company continues to bask
in the glory of having produced
over 400 million motorcycles
and scooters, over 100m of
them 'Super Cub' models, while
continuing to garner plaudits
for the CB4X inline four concept
it unveiled at EICMA - a "blend
of Sport and Touring with a
healthy dash of Crossover from
the imaginative pen of Valerio
Aiello and his team of young
designers".
In March Honda announced an
online world premiere for its
CB-F Concept, which had been
planned for appearance at the
36th Osaka Motorcycle Show

2020 and the 47th Tokyo
Motorcycle Show; recent design
awards include a Red Dot for
the 2020 CBR1000RR-R
Fireblade SP.
For the three months ended
December 31, 2019, Honda
reported motorcycle segment
revenue of 530,227m yen for a
segment profit of 74,527m yen,
up against revenue of 530,227m
yen and profit of 69,537m yen
in the year ago quarter.
For the nine months to
December 31, 2019, Honda
reported motorcycle segment
revenue of 1,585,770m yen for

a segment profit of 246,711
million yen, down against
revenue of 1,610,740m yen and
profit of 246,711m yen in the
year ago period.
In volume terms, Honda reports
Group Unit Sales of 15,038,000
PTWs worldwide for the nine
months to December 31st 2019
(-4.1%); 186,000 of them in
Europe (+5,000 units), 221,000
in North America (+5,000),
154,000 in Japan (-3,000) and
13,453,000 in Asia (-734,000).

Norton
The sorry tale of the historic Norton
motorcycle brand continues to see
chapters of disappointment added to
its illustrious story. Having been
founded in 1898 and seen many
decades of, mostly, success, with some
excel lent  race stor ies  and
achievements added to the annals of
the international motorcycle industry
(not least on the Isle of Man), since the
1950s the brand has mostly lurched
from one ultimately doomed
ownership scenario to the next.
Acquired by a certain Stuart Garner
around thirteen years ago, and re-
established at Donington Hall in the
UK (alongside the Donington Park race
track), a company that had been
heavily supported by the UK tax payer
and various, generally ill-fated
investment and finance plans, finally
folded and filed for bankruptcy in
January this year.
For a project that at one stage had
even boasted the hiring of
internationally recognised motorcycle
design guru Pierre Terblanche, the
ambitions had always exceeded the
resources and reality has finally
brought the fantasy crashing down.
Hundreds of people, from consumers
who have paid deposits, or in some
cases, paid dealers in full in advance
for complete bikes, to pension pot
investors, banks, the UK tax authorities
and police fraud investigators are
looking for Garner.
You could fill a book with the various
twists, turns and failed plans that have
characterised this latest short and

spectacularly inept iteration in the life
(and now death) of the Norton brand,
but one that sums up the parallel
universe in which Garner operated
came in the second half of 2017.
Garner signed a 20-year "design and
licence" deal with Chinese
conglomerate Zongshen (which makes
around four million motorcycle and
scooter engines annually) in an
attempt to commercialise the Norton
IP. 
The stated aim had been to see
Zongshen build a new 650 cc twin
engine that had theoretically been
jointly engineered and developed by
Norton and Ricardo - for likely
production under the 'Zongshen' or
'Cyclone' brands. 
However, like so many of the deals that
had Garner's fingerprints on them, it
appears to have come to nothing.
Although the value of the deal was to
remain pr ivate, the in i t ia l
consideration paid to Norton was
described at the time as being in the
"millions of dollars", with an ongoing
royalty on each engine produced. 
Garner's final insult to all those who
had shown faith in him (and the

project) down the years was to sell off
the rights to the 961 engine platform
(IP and tooling) to Chinese scooter
manufacturer Jinlang Science and
Technology Co Ltd. Jinlang is quoted
as saying that it intends to "work with
our design partner in Italy to develop
a new motorcycle using the 961
engine, which we will sell worldwide".
At the time of writing, various phoenix
ownership scenarios have been
suggested. Triumph politely but firmly
distanced themselves from rumours
that the two brands may be reunited
again, and names from Stefan Pierer
to Zongshen, Bajaj to BMW and
Mahindra to Hero have all been
mentioned as possible deal makers.
However, the truth is that in the
context of these troubled times and
the likely recession into which the
motorcycle industry is about to be
plunged, the damage inflicted on the
Norton brand might prove to be fatal
this time round.
As this edition of IDN went to
press, it emerged that the
auditors analysing the Norton
accounts appear to have found
a £28m hole. 

Norton production was based in a former airline call centre in a two-storey
office block in the car park behind Donington Hall.

Honda

CB-F Concept

http://www.venhill.co.uk
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In mid-March, Piaggio announced it was
to close its Pontedera, Mandello del
Lario, Noale and Scorzè plants to
implement the Italian government's
provisions to protect the safety of its
employees. The plan had been to re-
open on March 16th, but the rest, of
course, is history.
In February, the Italian giant's full year
2019 results had made good reading,
with the Group performing
"significantly better than the previous

year, with growth in all key indicators,
increased net profit, higher investments
and the reduction of debt".
Consolidated revenues of € 1,521.3m,
up +9.5% (€ 1,389.5m in 2018);

EBITDA was € 227.8m euro, up
+12.9%, with an EBITDA margin of
15% (14.5% in 2018) - its best since the
IPO listing in 2006. The operating result
(EBIT) was € 104.5m, up +12.7%; and
the pre-tax profit of € 80.7m was up by
+18.9%.
The company says it sold 611,300
vehicles worldwide, up +1.3%
(603,600 in 2018); during the period
the Group recorded a strong increase in
revenues, in particular in the Asia Pacific
two-wheeler area (+ 23.2%), followed
by the EMEA and Americas area 
(+ 8.8%) and India (+4.8%).

In two-wheeler terms, as at December
31, 2019, the Group sold 399,600 two-
wheeled vehicles worldwide, up +1.6%
for a net turnover of € 1,055.1m
(+10.1%). 2019 saw an excellent PTW
performance in the Asia Pacific area
(+14.5% volume, +23.2% turnover)
and a positive performance in the EMEA
and Americas area (+2.4% volume,
+8.3% turnover), while the Indian
market slowed slightly.
In Europe the Piaggio Group confirmed
its leadership in the scooter segment
with a 24.1% share, and on the North
American scooter market the Group
maintained a strong positioning with a
share of 23.7%, where the Group is also
committed to consolidating its presence
in the motorcycle segment through the
Aprilia and Moto Guzzi brands.
Overall the scooter sector saw a +8.1%
growth in turnover, mainly driven by the
strong performance of the Piaggio MP3
three-wheel scooter, the Piaggio Liberty
high-wheel scooter, the Vespa brand
and Aprilia scooters.
The Group's motorcycle sector ended
2019 with a +24.6% increase in
turnover, mainly thanks to the
performance of the Moto Guzzi brand,
which reported a significant increase
driven by the new Moto Guzzi V85TT.
The results of the Aprilia brand also
grew, driven by the sales of the SX 125,
RSV4 1000 and Shiver models.

Bradley Smith - RS-GP 2020 testing
at Sepang in February

Piaggio

http://www.tmv.nl


Glorying in the 100th anniversary of its
first incorporation - by Michio Suzuki as
the Suzuki Loom Manufacturing
Company on 15th March 1920 in the
present-day Hamamatsu, Shizuoka -
Suzuki Motor Corporation (as it
became in 1990) can be pleased with

the progress it continues to make in
motorcycle terms, given its slow, ten-
year journey back to any kind of health,
even if its overall financial prospects
remain clouded.
In motorcycle unit terms, total global
sales for the nine months to December

31st 2019 are 1,344 million units, up
+2.8% over the year-ago period.
However, sales in Europe were -6.0%
at 32,000 units only; essentially flat at
-0.9% at 28,000 units in North
America; -12.3% at 38,000 units in
Japan; but +3.5% at 1,110,000 units
in Asia, where India is its biggest
market (+13.6%/536,000 units), with
China down by -12.2%/248,000 units. 

In revenue terms, total global revenue
from motorcycle and related sales for
the nine-month period to December
31st was 182,125bn yen for a 27bn
segment profit.

Joan Mir:
"Health is
much more
important
than fame or
riding bikes."

Having initially stated its determination
to stay open, MV Agusta announced
suspension of production at its
Schiranna plant, starting March 26, and
until the production ban is lifted. 
In mid-March, Timur Sardarov, MV
Agusta Motor S.p.A. CEO, had
appeared to take a defiant stand
against closure, stating that "we
believe it is our duty not to give up in
this crisis situation, so that the economy
of this community can recover once the
emergency is over". However, the
increasingly draconian steps that the
Italian government deemed necessary
to try and roll back the progress of the
virus proved to be a superior force and
common sense prevailed.

The year started so well for MV Agusta
with the celebration of the brand's 75th
anniversary. An unrivalled record of 37
world championship victories all started
with the January 19, 1945
establishment of Meccanica Verghera
Srl in Cascina Costa, near today's Milan
Malpensa international airport. 
The Agusta family, pioneers of the
aviation industry, unable to continue
manufacturing aeroplanes in the
aftermath of WWII, turned to
motorcycles to express their passion for
speed, adrenaline and precision
engineering. Legend has it that the first
model, a 98 cc, was due to be called
"Vespa", but the name was already
taken, so it went down in history simply

as the MV98.
The partnership with Giacomo Agostini
endures as one of the most celebrated
in the history of motorcycle racing -
'Ago' won 13 world championships, 18
Italian titles and 10 Isle of Man TTs.
When family patriarch Count Domenico
Agusta passed away in 1971, and after

Agostini's last victory at the
Nürburgring in 1976, MV Agusta's fate
was uncertain until the Castiglioni
family decided to give it a new lease of
life. In 1992, Claudio Castiglioni's
Cagiva acquired the MV Agusta brand
and moved production to its facility at
Schiranna on the shores of lake Varese.

MV Agusta

Timur
Sardarov,
MV Agusta
CEO

THE BRADLEY REPORT

In line with the regulations announced
by the Spanish government, Figueres,
Girona based Rieju has furloughed its
staff and suspended all operations,
initially until April 13th, but as
elsewhere, that is expected to be
extended until at least the end of April.
Before the factory shut down, the
company had reached an agreement

with Torrot Electric Europa (Salt,
Girona), the former GasGas parent
company, to acquire the Enduro
motorcycle platform intellectual and
industrial property that was not sold to
KTM. The well-known Spanish Enduro
machines are a perfect 'gap-filler' in the
Rieju range and will now be
manufactured and marketed under the
Rieju brand.
Under the GasGas banner, Torrot

launched the range of 250 and 300 cc
EC, XC and GP in 2-stroke singles in
2017, adding the 300 cc Ranger in
2019. Torrot is said to have sold some
4,500 units of the range in more than
50 countries in the three years since the
launch. Rieju, S.A. will manufacture
these very latest Enduro models at its
plant in Figueres and at the time the deal
was done had hoped to be able to be
distributing them from June 2020. 

http://www.ognibenechaintech.it


THE BRADLEY REPORT

Yamaha Europe had temporarily
suspended production at its
facilities at Bologna, Italy,
(Motori Minarelli engine plant
at Calderara di Reno) and
northern France (MBK Industrie
assembly plant at Saint
Quentin) initially until March
22nd, but, of course, indefinitely
thereafter as the situation
worsened in both countries and
as governments ramped up the
restrictions.
Eric de Seynes, President, Chief
Executive Officer of Yamaha
Motor Europe (Netherlands),
stated: "The decision to
temporarily close the two
facilities was made for the
wellbeing and peace of mind of
the workforce in Italy and
France, both countries where
social distancing is a key
component of the government's
strategy to combat the spread
of the coronavirus. We are
following the authorities'
directives in Italy and France to
ensure that employees at both
facilities are not disadvantaged
financially as a result of the
temporary closures.
"The health of our employees
and our social responsibility are
our priorities at this stage. We
highly value the skills and
commitment of a workforce
that has shown tremendous
loyalty to Yamaha, but now
faces an unprecedented
situation outside of the
workplace. For their peace of

mind, we are working to ensure
that no employee will lose out
financially between now and
the return to a stable situation
both in Italy and France."
Like most manufacturers, they
have been cancelling events -
dealer and national events -
such as dealer open days, demo
weekends, road shows and
races.
Meanwhile Yamaha too has
been garnering more
prestigious design awards - a
Red Dot and German iF Design
Award for its much acclaimed
water-cooled inline twin Ténéré
700. 
Yamaha's full-year 2019 results
showed a continued decline for
its global motorcycle
operations, but with Europe as a
(modest) bright spot. The
company's Land Mobility
division (as it is now termed)
saw revenue down by -1.6%.
Global unit volume was down in
2019 by -5.9% (5,056 million
units).
"Developed bike market"
revenues were -2.3%, with
Europe showing growth at
+1.1% in revenue terms and
+5.7% in unit terms at 186,000
units sold in Europe in 2019.
Unit sales in North America
were -6% at 63,000; domestic
Japanese unit sales were -5.4%
at 88,000 units.

Ténéré 700 

Yamaha
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The BMW World Superbike team has
signed specialist Italian windscreen
manufacturer WRS as its Windscreen
Technical Partner for the 2020 season.
Made in Italy using state-of-the-art
manufacturing, advanced design
techniques and high quality acrylic,
WRS is celebrating its 10th anniversary
this year and announced their
partnership with BMW at EICMA last
year - adding to an impressive line-up
of collaborations that also includes
Pramac Racing (Ducati MotoGP) and
Team SIC 58 Squadra Corse (Moto3)
and the GRT Yamaha Racing Junior
WSBK team.
"We are very happy to be invited to
partner with a prestigious team like
BMW, and very proud they chose us for
our 'Made in Italy' product quality and
designs," said Nicolas Zavoli, CEO of
WRS.
"We combine new technologies for
design and development with the use
of certified materials with the best
parameters of resistance and

transparency. All our products are
designed with the utmost attention to
detail and checked one by one to give
our clients a product of the highest
quality with 100% 'Made in Italy'
precision.
"We will do our best to help all the
teams we support and will use all our
experience and resources to work with
them to develop winning products -
this experience will also allow us to
improve the quality of our street use
screens still further."

One example is the new range of
designs for the BMW F 900 XR.
Manufactured in high quality 3 mm or
4 mm thick DOT626 approved PMMA
plexiglass (subject to application),
which is the same material WRS uses
for its world championship fairings,
such as for the Ducati Pramac MotoGP
team and Sic58 Moto3 team.
Available as standard replacements or
in Touring or Sport styles for the F 900,

in a selection of clear, smoke or matt
black finish, "our precision designs are
conceived to fit perfectly and to
enhance the design lines of the bike for
an improved appearance".
www.wrs.it

BMW WSBK team
chooses WRS screens

FXR "goes global" with Shaun Simpson in MXGP
Canadian off-road apparel
specialist FXR is sponsoring
Shaun Simpson to compete in the
2020 MXGP and British
championships. FXR will be the
official apparel sponsor to
Simpson and the SS24 KTM team.
"We are excited to elevate our
MX programme in Europe and
compete in the MXGP and British
championships. Having Shaun
prove that our products perform
at the highest levels on the
MXGP circuit is invaluable.
Utilising Shaun's experience and
history was an opportunity we

couldn't miss, and we jumped at
the chance to get on board with
SS24 KTM. We look forward to
working together to develop
even better products," said FXR
UK territory Manager, David
Wright.
"Establishing the SS24 KTM
MXGP race team for 2020 has
been an exciting but daunting
task. FXR is taking the stress off
my shoulders with the motivation

and support they have shown me
so far. The fit and quality of this
Canadian gear is unbelievable
and looks good. I'm honoured to
be FXR's sole representative in
MXGP next year, we're ready to
get things rolling," said Simpson.
The FXR programme is available
from European distributors,
including Techno Motor Veghel
(TMV).
www.fxrracing.com/moto
www.tmv.nl

Shaun Simpson - the 32-year-old
Scot has competed in the MX
World Championship since 2004.
Simpson has won two British
motocross championships, a
Belgian championship and has
represented GB four times at the
Motocross des Nations.

http://www.fullsixcarbon.com


http://www.newfren.com
http://www.leovince.com
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BS Battery is well known for its full
range of powersport batteries,
chargers and boosters specifically
designed for high performance
motorcycles and scooters -
"innovation, passion and performance
compose the heart of our research and
development and that allowed us to
be at the forefront of Lithium-ion
motorcycle and powersport battery
development," says General Manager
Benjamin Sebban.
In recent years BS Battery has taken
that expertise to the race track and the
further experience gained in that most
punish ing of  power-hungry
environments has been fed back into
the BS range of, and continues:
"Premium products that have allowed
us to deepen our relationships with the
motorcycle manufacturing community
and becoming the official and original
equipment of choice with a growing
list of manufacturers and race teams."
"For 2020 we have renewed our
partnership with Fabio Quartararo
who competes in the MotoGP
Championship, and recently we
concluded another partnership with

the famous independent French team
GMT94, which competes in the World
Supersport Championship.
"BS offers real and valuable technical
support to GMT94, who use our new
BSLi-03 lithium battery, confirming our
position as a leading player in sprint
races. 
"Lithium BS Batteries have been
designed for the most demanding
riders who have specific needs like
faster acceleration, lighter weight,

extensive cycle life, higher and safer
performance. Compatible with lithium
batteries, our BA10 charger optimises
lithium battery power and life with
microprocessor control, with no risk of
overcharging."
www.bs-battery.com

BS Battery supports
French riders in MotoGP
and WSSP

BS Battery has
renewed its
partnership
with Fabio
Quartararo

Bihr in spare parts deal
with SHOWA by GPE
Bartenheim, France based
distributor Bihr has agreed a
deal with Barcelona based
Genuine Parts Europe (GPE) to
sell official SHOWA suspension
replacement and service parts.
"As key players in the off-road
and street bike markets, Bihr and
SHOWA by GPE have decided to
join forces in a very natural
partnership," says Bihr CEO
Christophe Piron. "By
distributing SHOWA by GPE
products, Bihr can offer a
complete line-up of service kits
for off-road and Harley-Davidson
bikes."

SHOWA by GPE provides
everything needed for a rebuild -
all the internal and external
seals, guide bushings, dust
covers and rebound bumpers -
the company says that it "has
everything available in a handy
kit-specific application. These
kits are a great boost for
workshops - they improve parts
accuracy and are a real time
saver". 
The range is completed by the
full range of SHOWA fork and
shock oils. "By using SHOWA by
GPE service kits and oil, the rider
can regain the feeling they got

from their OEM set-up.  With
experience from many years of
racing, SHOWA has developed a
comprehensive line of very high-
performance suspension oils. 
"The famous SS05 has better
absorption qualities than
standard oils thanks to its
specific ultra-low friction
feature, providing a better
response whilst extending the
life of bushings and seals." A
specific oil is available for off-
road racers - the A15-00 -
developed and tested in MGXP
and AMA championships. 
SHOWA front fork and rear shock
service kits are available for all
the popular 250 and 450 cc bikes
from Honda, Kawasaki and
Suzuki - all the CRFs, KXFs and
RMZs are covered, right up to
the latest 2020 models. 
www.bihr.eu
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The 2020 SEMA (Specialty
Equipment Manufacturers
Association) Show will be staged
at the Las Vegas Convention
Center from Tuesday 3 November
through Friday 6 November 2020.

Car firm SEAT has unveiled its first ever
motorcycle - "an electric vehicle which
could cost the average biker just £1 per
week in running costs". Power is from a
11 kW motor, which is equivalent to a
125 cc petrol engine, and gives it a 0-
31 mph (50 kph) time of 3.8 seconds
and a top speed of 62 mph (100 kph),
with a range of 71 miles between
charges.

In USA data from IHS Markit
shows a 41% decline in national
automobile registration volume
on a week-over-week basis for the
week of March 23. The states
experiencing the most significant
deterioration in automobile
volume are New York (-85%),
California (-78%), Texas (-43%)
and Florida (-16%). Automotive
production for North America is
projected to fall by -2.3 million
units to 14.1m units for 2020; with
European automotive production
expected to decline by -3.0m units
to 18.1m in 2020.

Benelli QJ (Pesaro, Italy) has donated
two pulmonary ventilators and 1,000
Tyvek suits (high protection material) to
the Pessaro Committee of the Italian
Red Cross and 3,500 Tyvek suits to the
Ospedali Riuniti Marche Nord hospital.
Benelli was founded in Italy in 1911,
initially as the Benelli Garage repair
shop. It was bought by Qianjang Group
(Geely) in 2005.

When the calendar permits,
Putoline is going racing.  The
Dutch oil specialist has announced
partnerships with long-term
partner the EAB Ten Kate Racing
team in the WSS 600 cc class with
Steven Odendaal on a Yamaha YZF
R-6 and Glenn van Straalen in the
WSSP300 series on the YZF R-3;
and with Gebben van Venrooy
Racing, a Yamaha supported
MXGP team with riders
Alessandro Lupino, former Junior
Motocross World Champion, and
two MXGP rookies Thomas
Covington and Calvin Vlaanderen.
All three will represent Putoline
Oil in the MXGP class on a
YZF450F Yamaha.



Italian sportsbike specialist CNC
Racing has renewed its technical
partnership with the Duscati
supported Pramac Racing MotoGP
team through to 2021.
The technical and commercial
relationship established between the
two companies dates back to 2015
when CNC Racing became Official
Technical Supplier of Pramac Racing
Team in MotoGP, providing 'Brake
Guards' for the 2 riders on the Ducati
GP14. 
Over the years the relationship has
evolved not only to become a technical
collaboration in MotoGP, and since last
year in MotoE, but also allowing the
two companies to develop some CNC
Racing products in co-branding with
Pramac Racing. 
Thanks to Pramac Racing's experience
the 'Air Ducts' were born, the first
carbon air ducts to cool the braking
system on the market, the
development of the 'Brake Guards, has
been accelerated, also in racing

version, and additional carbon wings
were developed as aftermarket parts
for Moto Ducati. 
In 2020 and 2021 more CNC Racing
products for Ducati motorcycles will be
launched with the brand "Pramac
Racing Limited Edition"; some for
specific models, others universal. 
Luca Fornaini, Sales Manager for CNC
Racing said that "We are very happy
to announce the renewal of the
partnership with Team Pramac, a
prestigious team characterized by
innovation and dynamism and in
which we have always seen ourselves
for its people’s professionality. This
collaboration aims at strengthening
this bond established several years
ago and that pushes us even more to
create new products with high
technological content in co-branding
and to satisfy the technical support
required by the Team drivers."
Francesco Guidotti, Team Manager at
Pramac Racing agreed, stating that
"Having the opportunity to continue

the partnership with CNC Racing for
another two seasons is a great source
of pride for the Team. We are equally
proud of the collaboration for the

'Pramac Racing Limited Edition' line,
for this reason we feel an even closer
bond with the CNC Racing company".

news ROOM

Ferodo - did you see that finish?
Brakes manufacturer Ferodo is one of
the industry's most famous legacy
brands - a trackside race fixture for
decades. In recent years it has added
to its paddock credentials, scooping
up race podiums and series wins as
more and more teams in more
disciplines embrace this most storied
of brands.
This year will see Ferodo active in
World Superbikes, World Supersport
and Enduro GP racing, among other
international and national race series
on the track and in the dirt.
For 2020 Ferodo is again a Pata
Yamaha WSBK team Technical Partner,
and when the series gets underway
again, and I know we all hope that can
be soon, Ferodo and Pata Yamaha will
be hoping to build on their success in
the season opening (and so far only
WSBK) round at Phillip Island at the
end of February.

With reigning and five-time WSBK
Champion Jonathan Rea crashing out,
Turkish rising star Toprak Razgatlioglu
(now on the factory YZF R1 after his
multi-podium breakout year as an
independent in 2019) won in Australia
in one of the tightest finishes in WSBK
history, with teammate Michael van
der Mark fourth - the first four finished
just 0.137 seconds apart.
In World Supersport, Ferodo and
Champion are technical partners with
Finland's Kallio Racing team and saw
riders Hannes Soomer and Asaac
Vinales finish 6th and 10th
respectively.
Ferodo brake pads are as equally at
home in the dirt and are Beta Boano

Racing's Enduro GP Technical Partner.
After a long and successful stint with
British rider Brad Freeman, who has
now signed with the Beta Factory
team, Jarno Boano's team has
changed its approach this season,
taking care of no fewer than nine

riders!
At the time of writing the first two of
the eight race Enduro GP series (in
Portugal and Spain) have been
cancelled. The series is due to finish in
Germany in October. 
www.ferodoracing.com
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Danish specialist brake components
manufacturer SBS says it has now
achieved ECE R90 approval for the
most comprehensive list of products
and vehicles in the industry.
Described as the largest manufacturer
of motorcycle brake pads in Europe,
the company says that it has
"achieved a full and comprehensive
ECE R90 approval", which is required
for all replacement brake pads used for
street riding throughout the EU and in
non-European countries that have
adopted the ECE regulations. 
SBS' approval covers all its catalogue
motorcycle and scooter applications
back to 1969, including all brake pad
shapes and compounds that can be
used for street riding purposes. This
means that the approval includes ten
different SBS compounds - HS, HF, HM,
MS, SI, LS, SP, RQ, RS and their new RST,
due for launch later this year. 
From April, the individual approval
numbers are being printed on all
products and labels. In the meantime,
the company wants its distributors,
dealers and riders to know that
products already in the supply chain
prior to April are also covered by the
approval. The 2020 SBS catalogue and
the SBS website clearly state which
compounds are ECE R90 approved.
CSO Christel Munk Pedersen says: "As
the largest manufacturer of brake pads
in Europe we know that our brake
pads are high performance quality,
but we want to make sure that we
always live up to the highest
standards and, of course, fulfil all
legal requirements so our customers
and riders can always feel safe and
secure. Our customers have
approved of our products since

1965, since 1980 our brake pads have
been TÜV approved and now we, of
course, have the latest and updated
approval within our industry with the
ECE R90."
R90 is a state-of-the-art regulatory
assurance of quality and safety for
dealers and riders and requires brake
pads to be tested in an inertia
dynamometer instrumented for
continuous recording of rotative
speed, brake torque, brake line
pressure, number of rotations after
brake application, braking time and

brake rotor

temperature.
The brake pads are divided into three
categories - A, B and C - depending on
area of the friction material, and all
compounds are tested individually. All
vehicles recommended for the specific
brake pad compound must be
calculated according to the kinetic
energy to find the most severe vehicle
for testing. This way all compounds
and vehicles are checked and the most
severe combinations tested on track
for the consumer to get a very safe and
secure product. 
The tests required by R90 include
bedding, performance check, brake
tests, cold performance equivalence
and speed sensitivity tests. Under R90,
replacement brake pads and brake
shoes are permitted to deviate from
the frictional characteristics of their
original equipment counterparts by
not more than 15%. ECE R90 requires
correct marking of the products and
sealed, tamper-evident packaging. 
A factory and test equipment approval
are also part of the R90 homologation.
It involves engineers inspecting and
accrediting the factory once a year. SBS
holds the approval for both
manufacturing and testing facilities.
www.sbsbrakes.com

Parts Europe - Street catalogue, THOR MX in UK
Parts Europe's 2020 Street parts
catalogue is a 1,858 page beast that
"showcases an amazing selection of
parts and accessories from top
vendors in the industry -
also including our top new
brands like the Italian
exhaust specialist LeoVince
and the German bike
luggage and accessories
expert SW-MOTECH.
"Our team works hard to
ensure every item we
have in the catalogue is
supported with the latest
technical information
and most up-to-date
fitments available. Fully

indexed and cross-referenced, with 21
chapters of sector-specific profit-
making product opportunities, it is
available to dealers in English, French,

Spanish, Italian
and German."
In other Parts
Europe news, the
company has now
taken over self-
distribution of its
THOR MX product
line in the UK,
where it had been
handled by
Madison for many
years, commencing
with the 2020

product line launch, currently planned
for July this year.
Josh Shorter, Brand Manager for THOR
MX, stated that "Madison has been a
fantastic partner for many years and
we appreciate all of their efforts in
servicing our customers in the UK
market. Our goal is to continue to
provide the excellent level of service
and support that dealers have enjoyed
from Madison as we transition to a
centralised distribution model with
Parts Europe."
www.partseurope.eu

SBS brake pads - 
ECE R90 approved 
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British motorcycle aftermarket
fastener specialist Pro-Bolt went
into administration in January, at
the behest of directors Ian Giles,
Kevin Harker and Louisa Bailey
(who changed her surname from
Harker last year). A pre-pack
phoenix of the business under
new ownership was in place with
restructuring and assets being
transferred to a new company -
ProBolt Fasteners Ltd, under the
control of Stuart and Jayne
Bailey.

Back in December, H-D and its Benelli
brand owning Chinese collaborator
Qianjiang held a Design Freeze Signing
Ceremony for production of the new
338 cc parallel-twin powered 'baby
Harley'. IDN has not been able to
substantiate rumours that the
upcoming 1,250 cc Pan America and
975 cc Bronx will also be built in
China. However, Harley's well
documented parts ordering software
issues, which already pushed their
debut date to November 2020,
suggests that they will be built in the
USA, and as the software problems
become compounded by the
coronavirus triggered supply chain
issues, don't be surprised if that date
also slips.

BRP has announced that the
company is temporarily
suspending or slowing down all
of its powersports and marine
manufacturing operations
worldwide - including powertrain
operations at its BRP Rotax
subsidiary in Switzerland. "Each
facility manufactures different
products and, therefore,
production line temporary
slowdowns or suspensions vary
according to local regulations, all
of which are being monitored
and adjusted daily. Regional
solutions are being tailored to
protect our employees and
maintain our ability to resume
production as soon as feasible.
When and at what frequency the
different production lines resume
will vary, and the situation is
being monitored closely.
Slowdowns or reduced work
hours are also being
implemented for office staff
worldwide.
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"Our company operates from two
sites, our traditional long-term home
at Ciriè, near Turin, where Newfren has
been manufacturing since the 1950s,
and at our 2,000 sq m expansion
facility in Tunisia.
Ciriè - The company has remained
open throughout the emergency and
still offers a service to our distributors
and dealers that has not slowed down.
Like all businesses we have adopted
rigid restrictive measures to keep our
people safe and made investments to
allow smart working. Currently most
of our office staff work on shifts, and
when they are not in the office they
can be connected from home. Orders
are still being taken, orders are still
being processed and orders are still
being shipped.
Those who, like me, stay in the office,
access the building only after having
their temperature measured, and have
to wear disposable gloves for the use
of common office tools such as the
printer, and we have to ensure that we
remain in our office spaces as much as
possible. Staying still can work in the
business premises as well as at home.
In our production departments the
staff has been reduced to one operator
per shift in each department in order
to guarantee the necessary safety
measures. The businesses we rely on
for external processing are still active
and therefore the production goes on

without delay.
Tunisia - For obvious reasons the
travels of our Italian managers, who
normally preside over activities at the
Tunisian site, have been suspended. In
normal times they would visit every
two weeks, but our Tunisian staff are
well trained, skilled and capable and
in constant contact with us and have
immediately taken the restrictive
measures to avoid contagions.

Our Tunisian production site is also ISO
9001 certified, so it always works in
harmony with our standards and
practices here in Italy. Raw materials
and semi-finished products are
regularly sent there from Italy and
shipments back from Tunisia are still
arriving regularly and reliably back
here at Ciriè.
In this regard, a huge thank you and
much kudos goes to those who are on
the roads, on the ships or flying the
planes for the transportation of goods
- they are the oil in all the engine of
our businesses!
While we are still getting some orders,
of course the level is way down, as it
is for everybody, but we are lucky.
Many of our distributors had taken a
lot of stock early, and we had built up

a very deep inventory, ready for the
2020 'Hot Season'. 
Like everybody, we are "clenching the
teeth" and trying to look to tomorrow
with positivity. This is the Italian spirit,
and we hope to receive new orders, in
line with normal months, just as soon
as it is safe for people to start returning
to their lives as normal. 
In that respect it is important for all
businesses and brands to maintain
best possible profile and contact with
customers, and we are trying to do
that. Among other initiatives, we are
stepping up our online and social
media presence and building content
that keeps people connected with us.
Of course, we have had to change our
plans for communications and
activities surrounding our heavy
investments in lots of the national and
international races we are involved
with, as well as racers and teams, but
our content specialists are hard at
work providing product and
application based information to keep
our customers engaged.
For sure this emergency is going to
change a lot of lives, and the path that
will return us to 'normal' will not be an
easy one, but we are making sure we
are as well positioned as possible to be
able to return strongly, but for now of
course, the most important thing is for
everyone to stay healthy."

The information in this article was
accurate at the time of writing.
However, as this edition of IDN
went to press further steps taken
by the Italian Government to
protect the health of its citizens
meant that most production
processes at almost all businesses
in the motorcycle industry in Italy
had been suspended until further
notice. Sales and customer support
function at Newfren are still
operational. 

A letter from Italy
Throughout the past seven weeks, we here at IDN have been keeping in contact
with as many of our advertisers and the other motorcycle industry vendors we
work with as possible, as often as possible.
Each have their own stories of how the coronavirus outbreak has affected them,
both in business and in personal terms - everyone does - and many of the stories
are very sad.
However, the motorcycle market's eternal optimism and determination to win in
the face of adversity continues to shine through, and on behalf of all the
businesses affected, and all the people we have heard from, we have selected one
message in particular as an example of the innate resilience of the human spirit
from Ciriè, near Turin based Italian brakes specialist Newfren's International
Purchasing and Marketing Manager Elisabetta Quadrini… 

Newfren has made bold choices

The
Italian
spirit

www.newfren.com
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The Juice Charger 2 is
described as the world's
first wall box electric
vehicle charger with
contactless credit card
payment capability.
Manufactured in
Switzerland by Juice
Technology AG, it is
described as an
"intelligent 22 kW wall
box, now offering the option of
payment by credit card, ApplePay or
GooglePay. The smart wall charging
station makes identification, activation,
control and payment simple thanks to
integral NFC and RFID readers".

A recent survey of 100 dealers in
35 US states by PSB and BMO
Capital Markets found that as at
the final 10 days of March a total
of 67% were either operating at
full capacity or were still open,
but with reduced hours. The
remaining 37% were either only
open for service or closed entirely
until further notice. Some 61% of
those surveyed were stores with a
turnover of $3m or more.

As at the start of February 2020, it is
rumoured that Harley's distribution
center in Belgium had not received a
single container of Harley PG&A since
December 2019. For some time, IDN
had been receiving reports from
authorised dealers in Europe that DMS
issues were preventing them ordering
or successfully receiving their PG&A
orders - even of service items and
replacement parts. It would appear that
the problem was systemic, affecting
logistics as well as dealer front ends.

The first round of the Polini Italian
Cup - slated for April 5th at Latina
(PV) - was cancelled, theoretically
leaving five more rounds: May
10th - Pomposa (FE), as the new
season opener; June 21st -
Ottobiano (PV); July 12th - Viterbo;
August 30th - Adria (RO) and a
final round on September 27th at
Castrezzato (BS).

The tough times for newstrade-
dependent print magazine publishers
continue with leading German custom
motorcycle and tattoo magazine
publisher and event operator Huber
Verlag filing for a form of bankruptcy
protection. It is expected to emerge
from what is essentially an
administration process with the most
popular of its publishing assets and its
annual Bad Salzuflen Custombike Show
(December) intact.
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Spanish brake components
manufacturer Galfer has closed "new
and significant sports agreements with
globally prestigious teams for the 2020
season - including SH Honda in MXGP,
Boé Skull Rider in Moto3 and MV
Agusta in Supersport 600".
In off-road competition, the French SH
Honda team (best private team in
2019) will be supported by Galfer
brake components on their
competition motorcycles for the 2020
Motocross World Championship -
among them using Galfer's new
oversized 280 mm RWSX brake discs in
combination with their G1396R
compound racing disc pads. The riders
for the team will be Jeremy Van
Horebeek from Belgium (MXGP world
runner-up in 2014, two podium
finishes in 2019) and Valentin Guillod
from Switzerland (European champion
in 2013).
In MX2, title contending French rider
Maxime Renaux (SM Action Yamaha)
will be using Galfer products, as will the
new Fantic Motor team in the
European MX Championship (Andrea
Bonacorsi and Andrea Rossi).
In Enduro GP, the Beta Factory Enduro
team will continue to use Galfer brake
products with the two British world
champions Steve Holcombe (5-times
champion) and Brad Freeman (2019
champion); the Italian TM Racing and

new Fantic Motor teams will also be
supported by Galfer.
In Trials, the Montesa-Honda team will
continue to use Galfer pads with the
26-times world champion Toni Bou and
Takahisa Fujinami. TRS, Vertigo, Beta
and Sherco will also use their brake
products in the TrialGP competition.
In MotoGP, the Boé Skull Rider Moto3
team will join the Galfer family with
Italian riders Ricardo Rossi and Davide
Pizzoli; in addition, Galfer's new Racing
JCW1 brake will be fitted to another 11
MotoGP motorcycles - Leopard,
Gresini, Estrella Galicia, SIC58 and
Reale-Avintia in Moto3 and Stop & Go

in Moto2.
In WSBK, the Italian MV Agusta factory
team is using Galfer brake discs and
pads in the Supersport 600 category,
with newly signed current world
champion Randy Krummenacher

competing alongside Raffaele de Rosa
and Federico Fulgini. Galfer will also
continue to partner with the Evan Bros
team and its rider Andrea Locatelli in
the same category.
www.galfermoto.com

Spanish brake components manufacturer Galfer has
received prestigious R90 certification for its
motorcycle brake pads, which certifies that their
quality and effectiveness is equal or superior to that
of the original motorcycle parts.
The ECE R90 regulation stipulates that all replacement
brake pads must meet a set of requirements and pass rigorous tests that compare their braking performance with
original pads in approved motorcycles. The certification not only approves the product, but also certifies that the
production processes at the Galfer factory have a high standard of quality, safety and product traceability.
The brake pads and packaging are marked with "ECE R90", the approval number and a country code in a circle,
which corresponds to the location of the certifying body, i.e. E9 for Spain.
ECE R90 certification was devised to provide consumers with a quality filter among the current brake pads on the
market and as a guarantee of safety for users. Galfer says it offers over 500 different brake pads in its motorcycle
catalogue in various semi-metallic and sintered compounds, and all of them now with ECE R90 certification. Galfer
additionally has German TÜV KBA certification for its Disc Wave brake discs.

Galfer receives ECE R90
brake pad certification

Galfer goes racing -
MXGP, MotoGP and WSBK

Since the start of 2020, Italian
bike parts specialist Stein-Dinse
has been the new importer for
the exclusive Italian exhaust
manufacturer QD Exhaust.
Initially known for its racing
silencers, QD also now produces
a large selection of street legal
motorcycle exhaust systems,
taking advantage of its
experience from the racetrack.

Also renowned for its EX-boxes,
QD supplies a wide range of
exhaust systems for all major
Italian and European motorcycle
brands from its Vercelli based
factory, west of Milan.
Exhaust systems for all the most
popular makes and models are
already available from inventory
at Stein-Dinse, and as a special
incentive to dealers the

company is offering riders the
chance to extend the standard
24-month guarantee to 30
months.
www.stein-dinse.com

Stein-Dinse - German importer for QD exhaust systems

http://www.wrs.it


http://www.dp-brakes.com
http://www.optimate1.com
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Noted American electrical components manufacturer Rick's
Motorsport Electrics is offering this new starter motor for the
Kawasaki ZX10 - said to be the only aftermarket alternative
to the factory Kawasaki design available. 
Available for 2011 - 2019 ZX10R models, it comes with Rick's
one-year replacement warranty and can be ordered directly
from the Hampstead, New Hampshire manufacturer or
through Parts Europe.

RICK’S MOTORSPORT ELECTRICS
Hampstead, NH, USA
Tel: +1 603 329 9901
info@ricksmotorsportelectrics.com
www.ricksmotorsportelectrics.com

SD-TEC paddock stand
Stein-Dinse, the Italian motorcycle parts and
accessory specialist based near Hannover,
Germany, continues to add to its own brand
workshop equipment product line with this
new SD-TEC front wheel stand ("rocker
stand/paddock") with robust tubular steel
design and rubber feet. 
Suitable for many wheel sizes from 17 to 21
inches and tyre widths from 90 to 130 mm,
it weighs 9.5 kg, is finished in black lacquer
and has additional mounting options when
screwed over four breakpoints.

STEIN-DINSE GMBH
Schwülper, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)531 123300 0
info@stein-dinse.com
www.stein-dinse.com

'B-17' bomber jacket
Named after the iconic 1930s four-engined bomber, the 'B-
17' is a short spring jacket, included in the 'Urban' line of
garments from Hevik, which pays tribute to the aeronautical
style with knitted collar, cuffs and jacket bottom.
The outer shell is made of 90% 500d nylon and 10% cotton
jersey, said to be resistant and light at the same time. In
addition to having windproof qualities, 'B-17' also has a
ventilation system consisting of air intakes on shoulders and
back, "enriched with reflective inserts". Safety is guaranteed
by Level 1 protectors on shoulders and elbows and the back
pocket for the optional Hevik HFB Level 2 back protector.
Details include the cut of the three zipped front pockets and
a fourth waterproof internal pocket, as well as reflective logos.
'B-17' is available in three colours, Ash Grey, Ice Grey and Navy
Blue, in a wide range of sizes. There is also a zip to attach to
trousers.

HEVIK
Brescia (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 268 0374
info@hevik.com
www.hevik.com

Kawasaki
ZX10 starter
motor

www.idnmag.com



Martin Human, CEO and CTO of TecMate,
answers a common question - why is a
different battery charger needed for a
lithium battery if it works in a
motorcycle that originally came with a
lead-acid battery? 

As with many things to do with battery
types and motorcycle electrics, diagnostics
and charging, the answer is not as simple as
many people expect.
The safe working voltage range for both
lead-acid (Standard lead-acid, AGM and Gel)
and lithium LiFePO4 (LFP) battery types is
12.8V to 14.5V. As long as voltage is within
that range, yes, a lithium battery works fine
in the same system as a lead-acid battery,
but below this safe voltage range, lithium
and lead-acid batteries need different care. 
An over-discharged lithium battery will
accept charge at low voltage, but the
healthier cells demand all the charge and
weaker cells keep on falling behind.
Charging at high current will damage that

battery. A gentle low current pulse charge
brings all cells back to good health
simultaneously - once above 9V-10V the
battery is ready to receive normal charge. 
An over-discharged lead-acid battery is
unable to accept charge at low voltage due
to a high concentration of lead-sulphate
that inhibits the ability of all cells to accept
charge. To 'convince' the battery to once
again accept charge, a higher pulsed
voltage is required to break through. 
A single battery charger that can
differentiate between battery chemistries
and deliver the right recovery method for
the connected battery would be ideal, and
fortunately the OptiMate 1 DUO fits the bill. 
OptiMate 1 DUO recovers batteries from as
low as 4V; the smart programming
automatically figures out which recovery
programme is right for the attached battery,
never mind the chemistry. A deep
discharged lead-acid battery receives a
higher voltage pulsing mode up to 14.5V, so
it remains safe for lithium, and a deep
discharged lithium battery receives a mild
pulsing current that gently recondition the
cells until they are equal and the battery
recovers to above 9V - then a suitably

higher charge current is delivered. 
Here is a valuable tip learned from many
years of experience - below 4 volt batteries
need care from a chemistry-specific charger;
OptiMate Lithium 4s 0.8A can safely recover
lithium batteries from as low as 0.5V and
test battery health as it does so. The best
option for lead-acid batteries is the
OptiMate 4. 
OptiMate 1 DUO's 24-7 maintenance
programme is also adaptive, it can sense
what is required. In a parked vehicle a
lithium battery needs protection against
total discharge by that vehicle's system, and
the OptiMate 1 DUO delivers when needed.
On the other hand, an AGM battery - the
most popular lead-acid in powersport –
receives hourly maintenance to remain at
full charge and prevent lead-sulphate build-
up that weakens the battery.  
Best of all is that the OptiMate 1 DUO has
no buttons, no need to guess what battery
is in the motorcycle. Simply connect to the
battery and let that smart charger do the
thinking. 
In today's world everyone wants 'easy'.
OptiMate 1 DUO is as EASY as connect and
forget, no more battery problems - and that
is what people want and need these days! 
As time goes on, more and more reputable
brands are choosing to partner with
OptiMate 1 DUO for their diagnostics,
maintenance and charging - the latest to
offer the OptiMate 1 DUO is Moose Racing -
and the Moose Racing OptiMate 1 DUO is
distributed by Parts Europe, Parts Unlimited
and Parts Canada.

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com
www.optimate1.com
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LV-10 for 2020 Kawasaki Z 900
LeoVince continues to develop new LV-10 slip-on
applications, this time for the Kawasaki Z 900
(2020), in three different versions: LV-10 Stainless
Steel, LV-10 Black Edition and LV-10 Titanium.
Developed in collaboration with the best Moto2 and
Moto3 teams, and based directly on LeoVince's
MotoGP and SBK race experience, the company says
it "designed an exhaust system with extremely
compact dimensions to grant maximum lightness,
the best performance and the unmistakable
LeoVince racing sound".
Manufactured entirely from AISI 304 stainless steel,
the LV-10 Stainless Steel and Black Edition body
sports a matt finish and a laser-etched LeoVince logo.
"In the Titanium version, the silencer and the
manifold are made using titanium grade 1, a pure
material with high levels of ductility, strength and
corrosion resistance while guaranteeing a 30%
weight reduction compared to stainless steel. 
"TIG welding is done entirely by hand and underlines
the craftsmanship of the product while retaining its
racing DNA".
Additional features include high thermal resistance

(900°C) fibreglass wool, applied through the use of
a single proprietary and volumised yarn, to allow the
sound-absorbing material to expand freely without
the fibres losing integrity, greatly increasing the
durability.
It is available in stainless steel and carbon fibre, ECE
approved, and in LV-10 and LV Pro slip-on versions.
Matching (non-approved) header pipes are also
available.

LEOVINCE
Monticello d'Alba (CN), ITALY
info@leovince.com
www.leovince.com

Featherlight cable for Interceptor 650
British cables and controls specialist Venhill
Engineering has developed a Featherlight
clutch cable for Royal Enfield's new 650
Interceptor - "offering owners of the best-
selling parallel twin a lighter, smoother,
longer lasting experience, at a modest cost".
Manufactured by Venhill at its UK factory, the
Featherlight cable provides a lighter,
smoother action, improved feel and
increased durability compared to the OE
version. 
Each one features Venhill's high quality
Featherlight cabling, a marine-grade
stainless steel inner wire that resists
stretching and a durable PTFE liner for
minimum friction that eliminates the need

for lubrication and delivers a lighter action.
The cables are all 'Bird-caged' - a special
process applied to the end of the inner cable
wire which allows solder to penetrate the
weave of the cable, making the bond with
the nipple much stronger, while adding extra
strength and durability. The process
significantly reduces the risk of cable
breakage when put under repeated stress
and pressure. 
For ease of fitment, Venhill cables are a
straight swap with the originals - so there's
no need for any modifications. Available in
black, blue, green, grey, orange, red and
yellow for all models of the 650 Interceptor
(from 2019 on).

VENHILL ENGINEERING
Dorking, Surrey, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1306 885111
sales@venhill.co.uk
www.venhill.co.uk

http://www.surflexclutches.com
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Italian suspension specialist
Bitubo has released new
products for Triumph's popular
2019 and up Speed Twin.
Bitubo has a choice of rear twin
shock set-ups, WMB and WME,
with model-specific calibrations
and available in a choice of
"03" fully chromed for more
classic applications, and the
totally black "02V2".
Bitubo says that these shocks
"improve vehicle comfort and
control thanks to their internal
hydraulic system". The WMB

offers continuous spring
adjustment, with compression
adjustment added to the WME.
JBH pressurised cartridges are
described as "the perfect
upgrade to enhance the
performance of the OEM fork,
allowing for greater stability
during braking and consistent,
reliable response and
performance to provide
maximum driving safety. The
cartridge is fully serviceable and
does not require any
modification to the original
components and it allows the
restoration of the original

suspension at any time".
"The JBH features our 'Easy
Changer' component design
system, so it allows the quick
change of the spring and has a
new system for easy
disassembly of the cartridges,
without the need to remove the
fork from the bike. 
"This system also means that
technicians at the track can
quickly modify the hydraulic
calibration settings - all they
need to do is to modify a single
cartridge for compression or
rebound. The cartridges allow
the adjustment of the
compression, rebound and
spring preload."
Also seen here, Bitubo K-rate
linear fork spring kits are
suitable for sports style bikes
that require a uniform response
on the entire trail. They are
available in various rigidities,
for different tuning needs.

BITUBO
Selve di Teolo (PD), ITALY
Tel: +39 0499 903 475
info@bitubo.com
www.bitubo.com

Bitubo suspension
options for the
Speed Twin

WMB 02V2
WME 03

K-rate linear fork spring kit
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Gilles options for Z900RS/Café
Luxembourg based parts and accessory specialist
Gilles Tooling has turned its attention to Kawasaki's
popular Z900RS/Café with a selection of styling,
performance, protection and ergonomics
components to enhance the riding experience.
Among the highlights are lightweight, high-strength
CNC-machined and anodised RCT10GT footrest
system, a new licence plate holder option for the
Z900 and advanced, multi-adjustable risers,
ergonomic handlebars and FXL levers.
Additionally available for the KTM 790 Duke and
Ducati V4 Panigale S/R series from 2018 and up, the
design features Gilles' new rotational adjustment
mechanism for versatile adjustment options and best
possible ergonomics.
The system is offered in choice of Touring (80 mm

long with special, wider shape) or Sports style, with
the driver and passenger footpegs in black or silver.
The foldable replacement footpegs can be quickly
and easily mounted on the original mounting points
thanks to the included hinged joints. 
The Touring style pegs can be used with or without
the included vibration-isolating rubber pads.
Optional accessories include outriggers that allow
the rider to adjust the replacement footpegs by 360
degrees (divided into 24 individual positions) by 20
mm and 30 mm through to 40 mm for the pillion seat
position, and optional spacers in a choice of colours.
The FXL handbrake and clutch levers (with optionally

available 14 to 19 mm clamping range
handguards/lever protectors) feature an optimal
shape for riding styles and an ideal length for perfect
control with a predetermined breaking point in the
two-finger area, and up to 35 clicks of central wheel
adjustment with millimetre precision. 
Gilles describes its 2DGT handlebar clamps as a
"revolutionary way to find the perfect position for
the handlebar - adjustable up and down in 5 mm
steps with discs (-10 mm, -5 mm, +5 mm compared
to original) as well forwards and backwards in 3.6
mm increments for an unimaginably wide range of
adjustment options". Suitable for use with either the
OEM handlebar or Gilles' own ergonomic, oversize
GTO-Low handlebars - available in black or gold with

a 28.6 mm clamp diameter, 755 mm width, 86 mm
height and 94 mm pullback at a 24 degree angle and
140 mm clamping width.

GILLES TOOLING GMBH
Grevenmacher, LUXEMBOURG
Tel: +352 2678931
info@gillestooling.com
www.gillestooling.com

RCT10GT rearsets

2DGT handlebar clamps/risers

GTO-Low oversize tapered
handlebars

GTA front axle protector set - perfectly shaped
exclusive design, made in milled aluminium, no
TÜV required, simple and quick installation
IP crash pad kit - features patented, innovative
crash pads with "impact inlay" for progressive
shock absorption impact body made of special
plastic for best grinding properties.

Engine bracket set - two-tone
anodised OEM replacement in
CNC-machined aluminium to

match the retro look of the bike.

Adjustable licence plate holder – two-colour anodised and designed for EU, US and JP licence plates,
CNC-machined in aluminium. Includes E-approved LED licence plate light and mini reflector including
M8 bracket for all common turn signals with hidden, well thought-out cable routing (cable and
fastening material included). Regulation compliant OE chain tensioner block replacement; 1 kg weight
saving.
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Ognibene adds 1/2 inch chain
options to TROFEO kits
Bologna based chain technology and power
transmission specialist Ognibene, with years of
experience in getting engine power to the rear axle,
has introduced a TROFEO kit that is ideal for a wide
range of short, medium and longer distance
applications and requirements.
Founded in 1948 (by Dante Ognibene), its TROFEO
programme features products that place the emphasis
on superior materials and construction for durability -
advanced designs that deliver great performance and
an excellent price/quality ratio that makes its kits value
for money and "one of the most requested products
in the aftermarket today," says Sales Manager
Federico Arbizzani.
"The Ognibene motorcycle TROFEO kit has a chain
whose construction is very similar to the best chains
on the market. It offers optimum value for money in
the medium to high band of the motorcycle parts
market. It is ideal for medium distances and speed and
features our popular and patented 'Silent Sprockets'
which guarantee noise reduction and help to prolong
the life of the transmission. 
"Popular with several manufacturers, including Ducati
and Fantic, where applicable, all TROFEO kits include
a chain closing tool and a 50 ml lubricant spray can."
Ognibene's 'Silent Sprocket' technology has been
developed as a result of over thirty years of
collaboration with some of the most prestigious and
important chain brands in the world (including D.I.D

and Nissin). The technology features a vulcanised
rubber profile applied to both sides of the sprocket,
which is said to guarantee a noise reduction of at least
2dB more than conventional kits, thereby extending
transmission life. 
The brainchild of Franco Ognibene, these front and
rear sprockets are made exclusively in C45 steel and
Chrome/Molybdenum for strength, in a design that
combines efficiency and high precision with reliability
and durability.
For 2020, Ognibene has added to its kit options,

upgrading its 'standard' kit line with 1/2 inch chain
applications (with or without X-ring), to complement
its existing 5/8 inch X-ring range. The Ognibene 'Silent
Sprockets' range includes over 400 product items,
applications and fitments.

OGNIBENE SPA
Bologna, ITALY
Tel: +39 051 534225
ognibene@ognibenechaintech.it
www.ognibenechaintech.it

'District WP' urban boot
Part of Stylmartin's URBAN range of boots,
the 'District WP' full grain leather boot has
been designed for city riders who want to
look good on and off their bike.
'District WP' is 100% waterproof and CE
certified. It has a "timeless look", is
equipped with internal and external
protection, and is said to have a
"comfortable fit guaranteed by the high
level of design and the soft leather of the
upper".
The inner lining is waterproof and

breathable. Other features include malleolus
PU protection on both sides, tone-in-tone
leather gear protection, lace closure, an
anatomical, removable, breathable and
microperforated footbed and an anti-slip, oil
resistant and anti-static rubber sole.

STYLMARTIN
Montebelluna (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 603033
info@stylmartin.it
www.stylmartin.it

'Houston Spray' inspired
by "Street Art"
A new Kappa full-face helmet, the KV38 'Houston
Spray', presents a nod to the urban art form of
graffiti with "spectacular designs".
Also available in a version just for ladies in matt
black, white and fuchsia, it has "bold and whimsical
graphics". Features include a Pinlock 30 ready visor
and four adjustable air vents, with nose guard and
chin guard provided as standard. 
Other technical details include a shell in
thermoplastic material with a weight of 1,490 g,
micrometric strap closure, removable and washable
internal lining, wind deflector and a removable

breathguard. Sizes range from XS to XXL and the
available colourways are matt black/blue/yellow,
matt black/yellow/red, white/blue/red and matt
black/white/fuchsia. A 'Houston Basic' version is
also available in matt black, titanium and 
glossy white.

KAPPA
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 268 0374
info@kappamoto.com
www.kappamoto.com
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Yoko is a leading MX and off-road gear and
apparel brand that has roots going back more than
40 years, now distributed in Europe by newly
formed Yoko Europe based at Lommel, Belgium.
What became the Yoko brand, founded in 1977 in
Finland by Juha Tirinen and Kaija Gustafsson, was
initially a sportswear manufacturing company
named Joko. Both had considerable experience in
the industry, having previously worked together at
Finnish sportswear companies Koho and Sinisalo.
Joko started off making mitts for a sport called
Pesäpallo, a Finnish version of baseball.
Juha Tirinen was an international level motocross
racer, so Joko naturally began to branch out into
motocross gear, starting its endeavour in co-
operation with a brand called Moto-X Fox. The first
items born of this collaboration were Moto-X Fox
gloves manufactured by Joko. It was Fox founder
Geoff Fox who told Tirinen that, in his opinion, Joko
should be written with a Y instead of a J, so Joko
became Yoko. Later on, it was Tirinen who
suggested that Geoff incorporate the Fox head
symbol in the "FOX" brand.
Fast forward 40 years and Yoko teamed up with
Rockstar Energy Husqvarna Factory Racing Ice One,
one of the premier teams in the MXGP World
Championship series, owned by F1 Champion Kimi
Raïkkönen and managed by former MXGP rider

Antti Pyrhönen. Signing a 3-year deal with the
team shows that Yoko is "fully committed to
coming back to the highest ranks in MX racing,
developing quality gear along the way".
A multi-year contract with future motocross
superstar Liam Everts was signed the same year
while father and MX legend Stefan Everts joined
the company shortly after Yoko Europe was
founded by Jan Berthels of Technical Touch in
Lommel, Belgium. Now in 2020, Yoko added the
Monster Energy Yamaha EMX250 Hutten Metaal
team to the line-up, as well as 65 cc World Junior
Champion and EMX65 Champion Vitezslav Marek
and EMX85 Champion Edvards Bidzans.

ELTSU jacket - 
Road Gear Best Seller
This premium ELTSU jacket, which is Helsinki slang

for Eläintarhanajot, is named after a legendary
street track used from 1932 until 1963 in the city
of Helsinki. 
It is an all-round touring jacket with strong,
laminated but elastic materials and multiple
adjusting features for various weather conditions.
The jacket is made from Cordura main material
with Hydronyl 700 protective material, has a
removable waterproof lining and thermo lining and
adjustable straps in hem, body, wrist and arm. 
It also has waterproof ventilation zippers at the
front and a fixed exhaust vent in the back,
waterproof wrist opening zipper with integrated
ventilation channels, removable CE approved back,
elbow and shoulder protectors and a zipper to
attach to riding pants.  

ELTSU pants
Touring pants with excellent
fit and multiple adjusting
features for various weather
conditions. Made from the
same materials as the ELTSU
jacket, it is fitted with
removable and adjustable
CE approved knee
protectors. Further features
include adjustable straps at
the waist and leg openings,
large cargo pockets, two
front pockets, two
waterproof ventilation
zippers in the front, and a zipper to attach to any
riding jacket. Detachable suspenders are included.

Viilee MX jersey and pants 
The Viilee (Finnish
slang for cool)
jersey is a vented
motocross jersey
with excellent fit,
offering two
colourway options
to go with one
colourway of pants.
Features include
venting and highly
stretching Y-Prodry
main material,
raglan sleeves for added mobility, side panels with
highly venting mesh and a long back hem with
silicone print to keep the jersey tucked in pants. 
The Viilee pants are the "latest innovation in
motocross pants". They are made from a new

stretching, yet highly
breathable and strong Y-Viilee
main material and feature an
aggressive pre-cut to riding
position, waist adjustment
with front buckle and elastic
side straps and pre-shaped,
heat and abrasion resistant
leather on inner knees.

SKLODDI urban jacket
Skloddi, Helsinki slang
for rebel youngsters, is
an "urban motorcycle
gear set for a young
and rebellious
audience". The
Skloddi jacket "with
its great looking camo
design, is the most
wanted in the urban
collection". This
comfortable hooded
jacket has Hydropol
600 as main material,
together with a
waterproof and breathable liner and removable CE
protectors at the back, elbow and shoulders. 

SKLODDI pants
This "cool and comfortable set"
is completed with these
matching urban pants. It
includes removable CE
protectors, and with extra
strategically placed flex panels
in the rear waist and above
knees, "the comfort level is
great". Velcro adjustment straps
enable the best individual fit. It
is equipped with cargo thigh
pockets and two big front
pockets, providing sufficient
capacity for storing a cellphone
or wallet.

STRITTI
gloves
These protective
motorcycle gloves have
an excellent fit thanks
to a neoprene wrist
with Velcro closure.
They are made from
strong and soft nylon
main material with a
synthetic leather palm
and 3D rubber TPR
protection and extra
carbon knuckle
protectors.

YOKO EUROPE
Lommel, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)11 54 9696
info@yoko-europe.com
www.yoko-europe.com
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Yoko Europe

Rockstar Energy Husqvarna Factory Racing team
manager Antti Pyrhönen and Yoko Europe CEO
Jan Berthels shake hands to seal the deal that
sees Yoko providing the team with riding gear
and team wear for the next three years.
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Euro 4 homologated Scrambler
1200 low mount exhaust 
Following the success of its high mount slip-on and
decat, Italian performance exhaust manufacturer
Zard is now offering a low mounted full kit for
Triumph's popular 1200 cc Scrambler. 
Many people point to the heat on the legs as one of
the primary design problems with this model, and
this low mount kit provides a solution. A 2-into-1
stainless steel exhaust with removable dB killer and
carbon end cap, it weighs in at 5.2 kg compared to
10.2 kg for the OEM design.
The lighter weight translates into a "significant
increase in horsepower and torque at all rpm ranges

and an astonishing sound," says Zard. The exhaust
ships with an aluminium side panel and leather case
and is available with an additional option of a black
coated version with high temperature resistance.
Racing and Euro 4 homologated versions are
available. 

ZARD S.R.L.
Baldichieri d'Asti (AT), ITALY
Tel: +39 0141 659239
sales@zardexhaust.com
www.zardlab.com

LighTech - change fast and change well
When Fabrizio Furlan started LighTech in
1997, he did so to combine the two
characteristics that defined his business life
- the precision manufacturing experience
pedigree of his family, and his personal
passion for all things two wheels, including
racing.
Over 20 years later, LighTech is one of
Europe's leading motorcycle and scooter
parts and accessory manufacturers,
producing innovative, high level parts and
component designs for race and street use.
LighTech's technology and experience is
seen in the special components it produces
for teams who race in the most important
world competitions - for example, for some

of them LighTech is the exclusive supplier
for lightweight, high performance bolts and
special parts.
"Years of technical sponsorship, the
use of cutting-edge design and
production methods and a passion
for motorcycle racing are
the reasons
why you
will find
quality and
innovation in
every LighTech product," says Export
Manager Sheila Zaccaron.
"Over the years, LighTech has developed
several product lines for race and street
applications, but this year has gone back to
its racing heritage with new designs of
chain adjuster and cable style clutch lever.
Exclusively for racing use, the new 2017-
2020 Yamaha R6 chain adjuster design
features brake caliper support to improve
those critical tyre change times. By keeping
the brake caliper, preventing it from

slipping out of its seat, the
design prevents precious
moments from being
wasted - "change fast,
race fast".
The company's new cable
clutch lever with
variable wheelbase was

born in the challenging
environments of the track

and allows the drive wheelbase
to be varied from 30/32/34 mm.

"This means the driver can manage the
clutch release to perfect the starts and
customise the lever stroke. The closing
system of the joint is even faster thanks to
the closing strap with hinge system -
change well, race well"!

LIGHTECH S.R.L.
S. Lucia de Piave (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0438 453010
info@lightech.it
www.lightech.it

http://www.bs-battery.com
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This "efficient, sleek, lightweight and
practical" case is part of the GIVI aluminium
range and equipped with patent-pending
mechanisms featuring the Monokey all-
purpose system, "all at a competitive
price".
The 'Alaska Trekker' has an internal capacity
of 36 litres, is sold in pairs and available in
natural and black finishes. The main body is
made from mechanically finished
aluminium, the opening mechanism from
stainless steel and reinforced
technopolymer is used for the profiles, the
pivoting hinge of the lid and other detailing.
This is the first of GIVI's adventure side case
range to feature a Monokey attachment.
Further innovations include a unique cable
system (patent-pending) for use in the
detachment position, a handle integrated
into the lid hinge and four belt-strap loops
are set into the lid structure. The easy
loading feature is assisted by a unique hook
mechanism (also patent-pending) which
enables the side case to be tilted without
detaching it completely from the frame.
The side frames have been designed to
maximise mechanical resistance and
vibration absorption. In addition to dust,
water and oil protection, the 'Alaska' range
has the minimum number of bore holes, the
industrial seal has been subjected to
exhaustive testing and the vents were
designed for pressure variations.
A series of optional accessories are also
available. The maximum load is 10 kg
(excluding the weight of the case) and its
dimensions are 586 x 248 x 373 mm. The
case is entirely made in Italy.

GIVI S.P.A.
Flero (BS), ITALY
Tel: +39 030 358 1253
info@givi.it
www.givimoto.com

'Alaska Trekker'
side case

SC-Project Yamaha
MT-10 slip-on muffler
Developed from its iconic SC1-R muffler, the
middleweight oriented SC1-M from Italian
performance exhaust specialist SC-Project features a
titanium or carbon fibre end cap (with model-specific

dB killer) and ships with a model-specific T.I.G.
welded link pipe for connection to the OEM catalyst,
carbon fibre heat protection, all necessary springs
and screws and heat-resistant adhesive.
Requiring no modifications to the motorcycle's
electronic control unit, seen here on Yamaha's
popular MT-10 and available in a Euro 4
homologated edition for 2016-2020 models, the
bracket is in titanium, with the sleeve available in
titanium or carbon.
Also available from SC-Project for the MT-10 is the
S1 muffler (tapered body) and CR-T muffler with
titanium mesh muffler exit. Both are also available in
titanium or carbon and both are Euro 4
homologated. They all come with a 24-month SC-
Project official warranty and homologation card. 

SC-PROJECT
Cassinetta di Lugagnano (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 0294 22313
info@sc-project.com
www.sc-project.com

BAAS updated right-
angle DIN plug
Southern Germany based motorcycle electronics
component manufacturer BAAS Bike Parts was
founded in 2001 to specialise in "the development
and distribution of innovative and universal
motorcycle accessories," says founder Dirk Baas. 
All its products are manufactured to "our own high-
quality standards, and we target to produce as much
as possible here in Germany", with its 'Made in
Germany' content is currently around 50 percent. 
"Our mission is to develop specialty components and
kits for all aspects of the electrics on a motorcycle –
replacement parts and accessories that are difficult
to source or simply not available elsewhere as
individual items." 
A classic example of the BAAS Bike Parts programme
is the splash-proof BA12W DIN right-angle plug seen
here. Designed for small sockets (e.g. SD14 or BMW,

Triumph, Ducati series sockets), it is almost as
compact as BAAS' well known BA12 right-angle
connector, but the completely redesigned housing
contains seals over the housing seam, the plug head
and the mounting screw, making it even more
weather tolerant for motorcycle use.
The tightly fitting, long cable grommet is tapered on
the inside. Depending on the shortening of the
grommet, the optimal fit to the outer cable diameter
can be adjusted. The cable will be screwed or
soldered as usual.

BAAS BIKE PARTS 
Abstatt, GERMANY 
Tel: +49 (0)7062 97 93 93
info@baas-parts.de 
www.baas-parts.de

www.idnmag.com
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'Stunt WP' touring boots
The technology and feature-rich Eleveit apparel
programme is the brainchild of a Treviso, Italy,
manufacturer with over 30 years of experience in the
boot and technical workshoe business, with "Italian
authenticity" engineered into every product. 
The new 'Stunt WP' ankle boot is the result of this
experience, combined with constant research and
development. It is designed for those who "love long

journeys" and made with high quality materials. 
Comfort and safety is ensured through use of a new
microfibre material with microinjection inserts, air
ventilation in the malleolus area and larger air intakes,
a new closure, a greater number of reinforcements for
the toes and ankle, additional rear counter-
reinforcement and a microinjection insert to facilitate
the opening in the upper part of the foot.
Other features include E-Dry lining that is said to make
the boot totally waterproof, a new two-tone sole in
lightweight but resistant two-component material and
a double closure system with laces and Velcro. The boot
is CE-certified and available in black and black/red.

ELEVEIT SRL
Montebelluna (TV), ITALY
Tel: +39 0423 605300
info@eleveit.it
www.eleveit.it

Portuguese 'performance
plastics' manufacturer
Polisport has released
Enduro replica plastic kits for
2020 KTM and Husqvarna
models.
The kits will be available in
OEM colour, white and black
and will include front fender,
rear fender, radiator scoops,
side panels and airbox covers
(for KTM models only).
All the parts are produced with Polisport’s
advanced, precision manufacturing
technologies, making them durable, flexible
and as glossy as the OEM parts with a
perfect fit to the bike.

POLISPORT
Carregosa, PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 256 410 230
polisport@polisport.com
www.polisport.com

LSL 'Y1' Sixties handlebars
When it comes to replacement handlebars, there is no
other vendor in Germany, or in Europe for that matter,
that has quite the same pedigree as LSL.
From its first Superbike handlebar conversions in the
1980s, LSL has developed stylish, high- strength,
durable and ergonomic solutions for the widest range
of makes, models and styles of motorcycles, with the
emphasis always on rider comfort, safety, quality, fit
and finish.
The new 'Y1' Sixties Flat Bar is designed for riders of
naked and classic motorcycles. At only 735 mm wide
(35 mm high) and with a glossy chrome-plated
surface, this Sixties style handlebar fits perfectly on an
SR-Yamaha or Honda. 

Made in 2 mm wall thickness steel or 4 mm wall
thickness aluminium for classic Superbikes, they are
narrower, flatter and more stable than most Superbike
handlebar designs for a stronger and more precise
front wheel control.
Both are supplied with ABE for a wide range of
vehicles. A one-off model-specific registration is also
available for older models.
A full range of matching and compatible risers, top
clamps, bar ends, mirrors and ergonomically advanced
hand controls are also available, including LSL's fully
adjustable 'Bow' and 'Ergonia' feature-rich, high-
tech, precision machined levers (see IDN #151).

PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH
Glinde, GERMANY

Tel: +49 (0)2151 55590
info@lsl.eu
www.lsl.eu

2020 Enduro kits
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GP-Racer's 
Choice pistons -
updated for 2020 
4-stroke MX/Off-Road
GP-Racer's Choice is the top hi-tech piston in the
Vertex Pistons off-road range, developed with the
factory Honda, Yamaha and Kawasaki teams in the
Motocross World Championship and as used by
2019 MXGP World Champion Tim Gajser.

Updated for all 2020 4-stroke off-roaders, they are
hot forged with high-resistance VP-310 alloy and
equipped with Vertex' exclusive F1 'T-Bridge', a DLC
(Diamond Like Coated) pin, rings in chromed or
nitrated steel (depending on the application) and a
special shape head that allows the maximum
compression ratio for great performance without any
loss of reliability. 
The GP-Racer's Choice range is available for 250 and
450 Honda CRF, Kawasaki KX-F, Yamaha YZ-F and
Suzuki RM-Z and for 250, 350 and 450 KTM SX-F
and Husqvarna FC 250 models. 

VERTEX PISTONS/VP ITALY S.R.L.
Reggio Emilia, ITALY
Tel: +39 0522 918811
info@vertexpistons.com
www.vertexpistons.com

Ducati Diavel
crash pads

German styling specialist GSG-Mototechnik has
been making crash pads for more than 30 years and
has now expanded its large range of parts to include
these crash pads for the Ducati Diavel 1260.
The plastic pads have an elegant skid shape and are
fully machined. The bottom construction is of 50 mm
strong aluminium, also available in black anodised.
All parts are weight-optimised and can be mounted
on the motorcycle without any modifications.
Swingarm and fork protection with anodised
coloured inlays are included, and the crash pad is also
available for all relevant models from model year
2020.

GSG-MOTOTECHNIK GMBH
Extertal, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)5754 655
info@gsg-mototechnik.de
www.gsg-mototechnik.de

http://www.stein-dinse.com
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Italian specialist manufacturer G.P.R.
Exhaust Systems has developed several
upgrade replacement options for Yamaha's
Tenere 700 with the homologated, stainless
steel DUAL line as the 'stand-out'.
In line with the Milan based manufacturer's
ambitious project to achieve carbon free
"zero impact" production by 2023, some
99% of the weight of the DUAL is made
from recyclable and end-of-life disposable
materials such as common steel scrap.
"All manufacturers need to take their
responsibilities seriously," says owner
Mauro Orlandi, "and doing so doesn't mean
that great performance and looks have to
be compromised.
"The aesthetics of the DUAL are perfectly
adapted to the classic ADV styling of the
Tenere, with an excellent compromise
between the classic aesthetics and our
innovative technical solutions such as the
double outlet with dB killer grill protection
(part of the new Euro 4 standards) and the
external lacing design, something that has

been very difficult to achieve from the
mechanical point of view."
The exhaust is much lighter than the
original at just 1.6 kg and totally made of
304 stainless steel, including the installation
fittings. Mauro says that the sound is "full
and deep, but within the new homologation
limits. It improves performance on the
whole curve, especially from the middle up,
with a maximum increase of +3.5 Cv (valve
flow coefficient), excellent torque and peak
performance at 8,865 rpm."

G.P.R. EXHAUST SYSTEMS
BY G.P.R. ITALIA S.R.L.
Cerro Al Lambro (MI), ITALY
Tel: +39 02 981 12058
support@gpr.it
www.gpr.it

VStream for the 2019-
20 KLE1000 Versys
Maywood, Illinois based manufacturer National
Cycle continues to add to its popular VStream
windscreen programme with new options for the
recently updated KLE1000 Versys.
The model-specific design comes in two different
sizes and tints which, with the OEM height
adjustment, ensure a perfect windscreen for almost
every rider size or riding preference. The company
says that both offer improved wind protection and
riding comfort compared to the OEM or other
aftermarket windscreens.
VStream gets its name from its unique patented
shape. The advanced "V" profile and dimensional
contours push the wind vortex out and away from
the rider's helmet, resulting in a peaceful, quieter
riding environment.
These windscreens are made from tough 3.0 mm
Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate. This high

quality material, along with state-of-the-art
manufacturing techniques, provides outstanding
clarity, impact strength and scratch resistance -
"unmatched by any windscreen maker worldwide".
"Quantum hardcoated polycarbonate is the material
of choice for serious motorcycle riders. It is ten times
more abrasion resistant than FMR hardcoated
polycarbonate, and 30 times more than windscreens
made from commonly used acrylic or 'aircraft
plastic'".
VStream Windscreens are easy to install and
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage.

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com

Homologated Tenere 700
DUAL made in 99%
recyclable steel
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news ROOM

BMW
BMW has announced that it
will not be exhibiting at
INTERMOT and EICMA later
this year. Its announcement
was followed two days later
by KTM doing the same. 
In a statement rather
unfortunately dated April 1st,
the company said that "due to
the hardly foreseeable
development of the coronavirus
pandemic and its effects, BMW
Motorrad will not be
participating in the two leading
motorcycle shows, INTERMOT in
Cologne in October and EICMA
in Milan in November 2020.
"This decision was made in
order to counteract current
planning uncertainty at an early
stage, also for all our partners
involved in BMW Motorrad
motorshow appearances, in the
interests of the greatest
possible security, predictability
and transparency.
"BMW Motorrad will present
the world premieres and
product highlights planned for
these motorcycle shows on
alternative platforms in autumn
2020. In doing so, the company
will increasingly rely on its own
formats and digital
communication channels".
The announcement also came
just 48 hours before it was due
to continue its recent new
practice of unveiling new
models online with the debut of
the R 18 cruiser.
While BMW hasn't exactly 'bet
the farm' on the new cruiser, it
is very heavily invested into a
model that, as with the R nineT,
has initially been conceived as a
"Harley Killer".
Production at BMW's Spandau,
Berlin factory was halted on
March 20 and is currently slated

to start back up again on April
19 - though as with other
manufacturers' plans, that looks
optimistic.
BMW has postponed its annual
Concorso d’Eleganza Villa d’Este
(May 22-24) on the shores of
Lake Como in northern Italy,
announcing an alternate date of
October 16-18, and has also

cancelled its annual BMW
Motorrad Days at Garmisch-
Partenkirchen, southern
Germany (July 3-5).
Additional recent BMW news
includes the launch (by its
luxury car division) of an
achingly trendy special edition
3T Exploro model bicycle that
the company describes as "the
best gravel bike available,
combining performance, luxury
and cycling pleasure for our
customers"; a seven-round
second BMW BoxerCup race
series promoted by Wilbers on 
R nineT race bikes that is
theoretically due to start at the
Red Bull Ring in Austria on May
24th and take in several of the
international German

3T Exploro
model bicycle

BMW's 'Big Boxer' R 18 cruiser engine

NEWS
BRIEFS
German BMW specialist
Wunderlich has cancelled its
annual "Anfahrt" homecoming
customer appreciation day - slated
to have been held at its new
corporate HQ and warehouse
south of Bonn for the first time on
April 25-26, on what would have
been a celebration of its 35th
anniversary. The company has just
been awarded 'Best Brand' in
Germany by Motorrad.

Leopard Racing and LeoVince have
renewed their relationship for a third
consecutive year. Last year saw
Leopard's Lorenzo Dalla Porta win the
Moto3 World Championship. This year
Italian Dennis Foggia and the Spaniard
Jaume Masia will be the riders who will
line up in Moto3 for Leopard in 2020.

Royal Enfield is discontinuing
production of the 500 cc single-
cylinder engine it introduced in
2009 - reportedly due to
compliance issues with India's new
domestic emissions regulations.
The popular 'Classic' and 'Bullet'
model names that used the engine
will continue, but with a new
engine that is in development.

The 95th edition of the FIM
International Six Days Enduro (ISDE) has
been postponed. The event had been
slated for Lombardy-Piedmont, Italy,
from August 31 to September 5th. The
event is now slated for August 30 -
September 4, 2021 at the same
Rivanazzano Terme venue south of
Milan. The USA claimed the World
Trophy, Women's World Trophy and Club
division titles at the 2019 ISDE in
Portimao, Portugal, and finished runner-
up in the Junior World Trophy Class. The
ISDE is the most prestigious off-road
motorcycle event in the world. First held
in Carlisle, England, in 1913, the ISDE is
one of the longest-running events on
the FIM calendar.
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